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Abstract
A Field Programmable Gate Array Based Finite-Domain Constraint Solver
by
Prasad Subramanian, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2008
Major Professor: Dr. Brandon Eames
Department: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Constraint satisfaction and optimization techniques are commonly employed in schedul-
ing, industrial manufacturing, and automation processes where concepts from Operations
Research (OR) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) are applied. In embedded systems, Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP) finds use in design, synthesis, and optimization. However, most
application areas of CSP employ offline solving techniques where design requirements and
constraints are captured before the system is deployed online. There is a significant amount
of pre-planning and human intervention required.
In embedded systems, online constraint solving techniques are primarily used as on-
board control software in order to enable a system that can dynamically adapt to a chang-
ing environment (e.g., autonomous mission planning). This is possible because by using
constraint-solving techniques, the constraint model is inherently separated from the under-
lying algorithms employed for solving the constraints. Due to this separation of concerns,
a variety of problems can be solved. The domain of dynamic scheduling is considered in
this thesis and can be considered a part of onboard control software for embedded systems.
Scheduling problems in particular are amenable to CSP techniques since the discrete start
times that govern the execution of various tasks can be formulated as the output of several
constraints. In its primitive form, the definition of a schedule includes temporal dependency
iv
constraints and resource constraints. Many dynamic schedulers, however, are also required
to take configuration constraints of the system into account.
Using CSP techniques for scheduling algorithms provides intelligent scheduling and
enables the embedded system to be more adaptable to dynamic changes in the environ-
ment. This thesis discusses the development of a parallel finite-domain constraint solver
in order to perform online constraint satisfaction for embedded systems. By modeling the
scheduling problem as a CSP problem, the embedded system becomes flexible and adaptable
to dynamic changes in the environment since it can accommodate a range of constraints
apart from precedence and resource constraints. The features of this solver are that it
is implemented in a platform with multiple soft-core processors with distributed memory
architecture. The constraints for the application problem are captured from a Data Flow
Graph (DFG) and solved on this platform. A tool is also developed that automates the par-
titioning of the given application and also configures the underlying framework for execution
of the CSP problem.
(121 pages)
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Introduction
Constraint satisfaction and optimization techniques are commonly employed in schedul-
ing problems, industrial manufacturing, and automation processes where it borrows con-
cepts from Operations Research (OR) and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Constraint Satis-
faction Problem (CSP) also finds use in design, synthesis, and optimization of embedded
systems. However, most application areas of CSP employ offline solving techniques where
the design requirements and constraints are captured before the system is deployed or comes
online. There is significant amount of pre-planning and human intervention required.
In recent years online constraint solving techniques are being employed in embed-
ded and non-embedded systems for dynamic system adaptation and reconfiguration. For
instance, the application of online CSP is demonstrated in the selection of various web
services and components dynamically based on the Quality of Service (QoS) specified by
the user. The user choice is formulated as a constraint satisfaction problem and the solu-
tion to the CSP problem is the run-time selection of web components that meet the QoS
requirements [1].
In embedded systems, online constraint solving techniques is primarily used as on-
board control software in order to enable a system that can dynamically adapt to a changing
environment such as smart printer and autonomous mission planning [2]. This is possible
because by using constraint solving techniques, the constraint model is inherently separated
from the underlying solving techniques and algorithms employed for solving the constraints.
By not having to change the solver, the constraints can be captured dynamically and pro-
vided to the fixed solver infrastructure.
The domain of dynamic scheduling is considered in this thesis and can be considered
to be a part of onboard control software for embedded systems. Scheduling problems in
2particular are suitable for employing CSP techniques since the start times that govern the
execution of various tasks can be formulated as the output of several constraints. In its
primitive form, the definition of schedule includes temporal constraints and resource con-
straints. Temporal precedence constraints provide the predecessor-successor relationship of
the execution of tasks which resource constraints constraint the maximum utilization of the
system resources. Many dynamic schedulers however are also required to take configuration
constraints of the system into account.
Let us consider systems such as robotic space explorers or unmanned space missions.
Such systems have fault tolerance built into them to account for permanent faults that
could arise out of sudden impact or radiation when in space. Classical dynamic scheduling
algorithms such as Earliest Deadline First (EDF), Rate Monotonic (RM) can be applied
to fault-tolerant embedded systems where dynamic configuration changes to system could
occur due to permanent or transient faults. However, it is complex to implement such sched-
ulers in a distributed environment taking synchronization and configuration constraints into
account. It results in an unpredictable scheduler [3].
Using CSP techniques for scheduling algorithms provides intelligent scheduling and
enables the embedded system to be more adaptable to dynamic changes in the environ-
ment [2, 4]. For instance, a Ground Processing Scheduling System (GPSS) handles config-
uration constraints along with precedence and resource constraints in the constraint-based
scheduler. The GPSS is an automatic scheduling system that can accommodate frequent
configuration changes and output a schedule that also conforms to the temporal and resource
restrictions in the system [3].
It is inherently difficult to encode such configuration constraints into a non-CSP based
scheduler because its domain is not designed to handle such constraints. By modeling
the scheduler as a CSP problem, the embedded system becomes flexible and adaptable to
dynamic changes in the environment since it can accommodate a range of constraints apart
from precedence and resource constraint. A CSP formulation of scheduling separates the
constraint model of the problem from the solving techniques employed to solve the problem.
3The constraint model of the problem consists of tasks, resources, and the various constraints
that govern the execution of the tasks. The solving techniques are the algorithms used to
solve the constraints. A change in the environment represented by the tasks in the system
and events interacting with it can be represented by modifying the constraint model. The
solving techniques and algorithms need not be modified due to a change in the constraint
model. Due to this separation of concerns, a variety of problems can be solved.
This thesis discusses the development of a parallel finite-domain constraint solver in
order to perform online constraint satisfaction for embedded systems. The features of this
solver are that it is implemented in a platform with multiple soft-core processors with
distributed memory architecture. The constraints for the application problem are captured
from a Data Flow Graph (DFG) and solved on this platform. A tool is also developed that
automates the partitioning of the given application and configuration of the underlying
framework and support infrastructure for execution. The implementation followed is a
different approach that is applicable to a different class of applications such as mission
planning and GPSS [2,3].
The discussion in this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 provides background
material in preparation for the chapters that follow. Section 1.2 introduces the research
statement and provides motivation for this research. This is followed by a discussion on the
contributions made by this research. Section 1.4 provides a review and summary of related
work and experiments carried out in this research area.
1.1 Background
Constraint programming (CP) is a technique for finding solutions to problems by rep-
resenting them as a set of constraints. CP has roots such as Artificial Intelligence (AI),
Operations Research (OR) and Optimization techniques [5–7].
The mathematical model is represented in fig. 1.1 [2]. A problem in CP consists of
decision variables v belonging to a domain D, a set of constraints c correlating these decision
variables and an objective function h involving the decision variables whose value is to be
maximized or minimized. The objective function is not required if it is not at optimization
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The solution to a CP problem involves the assignment of domain-values to variables
such that all constraints in c are satisfied. A constraint optimization problem is an exten-
sion of the constraint satisfaction problem, which also involves the satisfaction of a given
objective function. When the variables involved in the constraints are restricted to the
domain of non-negative integers the problem is referred to as a finite-domain constraint
problem. A variable in the finite-domain can be represented in two forms:
• v = [l, u], where l represents the lower-bound and u represents the upper-bound
indicating the range of values contained in that set inclusive of the lower-bound and
the upper-bound, or
• v = a, b, c, d, as a set enumerating all the individual values.
However, in this research we follow the first form of representation for reasons which are
discussed later. Further explanation of the rationale behind this is discussed in sec. 1.1.3.
Finite-Domain constraints have lot of practical applications and it is mentioned in Bartak [6]
that 95% of all industrial constraint applications employ FD solvers to resolve problems
efficiently in a timely manner. FD constraint solvers are finding increasing use in many
problems related to scheduling (job-shop scheduling, time-table scheduling), planning, and
resource allocation [5, 6].
1.1.1 Constraint Store
A primary component of a finite-domain constraint solver is the constraint store. The
constraint store is a central repository containing all variables in the constraint satisfaction
Fig. 1.1: Mathematical model of CP.
5problem. Each variable in the constraint store is associated with a domain D. The domain
imposes an upper and lower bound on the variable.
1.1.2 Propagation
A propagator is a concurrent computational agent that implements a constraint [5, 7].
Propagators retrieve variable state from the constraint store, perform constraint compu-
tation and update the constraint store on completion. Figure 1.2 [7] shows the relation
between constraint store and propagators. Propagation refers to the process of domain
reduction of the variables involved in a constraint.
Figure 1.3 provides a brief constraint satisfaction problem. We employ a constraint
graph to model the CSP. The nodes in a constraint graph represent the variables, while the
edges model the constraints connecting dependant variables. Initially, the constraint store
contains the variables B1, x ∈ [0, 10] and B2, y ∈ [0, 10]. The two variables are connected by
the constraint C, x < y which imposes through propagation the new bound on the variables:
x ∈ [0, 9] and y ∈ [1, 10].
The primary goal of propagation is reduction of cardinality of each variable’s domain.
A propagation step will always lead to one of the following results:
• Removal of values from domain variable. For example applying x < 5 on x ∈ [0, 10]
results in x ∈ [0, 4].
• Entailment: Propagator cannot add new information to the constraint store. For
instance, applying the constraint x < 5 on x ∈ [0, 4] qualifies for entailment because
the domain of x already satisfies the given constraint.
Fig. 1.2: Constraint store.
6Fig. 1.3: Constraint graph.
• Failure: A constraint imposed in the propagator conflicts with information in the
constraint store. Applying x < 5 on x ∈ [6, 10] results in failure since no value of x
simultaneously satisfies the domain criteria and the constraint.
A space refers to an information of a constraint satisfaction problem including propa-
gators and the constraint store. The space can be any of the following four states:
• Failed: When a propagator fails due to an encountered propagation, the space is said
to have failed.
• Stable: When no further information can be added to the constraint store through
propagation, the space is said to be stable.
• Solved: When a solution has been found for the constraint problem, the resulting
constraint store is said to represent a solved space.
• Undetermined: The propagators are actively pruning domains and the space is not
yet failed or solved.
1.1.3 Pruning Methods - Domain vs. Interval
Interval pruning refers to the situation where propagation attempts to examine the
upper and lower bound assigned to each variable. In contrast, domain pruning attempts
to prune all inconsistent values from the domain. Domain pruning is computationally
more expensive than interval pruning because it requires the examination of the entire
list of values in the domain. Experimental studies by Henz et al. [5] and Fromherz [2]
have shown that interval-pruning when combined with search yields solutions faster than
domain-pruning which does not require any search.
71.1.4 Distribution
Interval propagation does not present the ability to completely determine a solution to
general CSPs. When propagation leads to a a stable but unsolved space, the solver must
take action to restart propagation.
Distribution consists of the creation of two complementary CSPs. The solver first cre-
ates two copies of the stable space. It then selects a single variable from the constraint store
and binds it to a value from its domain. In the second copy, a complementary constraint
is inserted. Each space is then separately searched for a solution. This is done through
variable assignment followed by value assignment [2, 5, 6]. It involves choosing a variable
from the list of FD variables present in the constraint store and posting a constraint on
that variable. Choosing the variable depends on the variable assignment scheme followed
where as choosing the constraint to post on that variable depends on the value assignment
algorithm followed [7].
Propagation is triggered through the posting of new information to the constraint
store in the created spaces. The process of propagation in conjunction with distribution is
iteratively repeated until a solution is found. An unsolved constraint store is called a choice
point.
Through distribution the solver creates a tree of choice points, solutions and failures
[5, 7, 8]. The distribution step needs to be guided by a search algorithm. Solvers often
provide several search algorithms that users can select. A systematic search involves the
incremental exploration of the full search tree [2]. A heuristic search technique on the other
hand explores only a portion of the tree. Search can involve finding an optimal solution
based on a user-specified objective function.
When the search tree is being explored, choice points in the tree are visited in depth-
first order. There is a need to revisit a choice point to explore other paths either when an
unsatisfactory solution is encountered or when a distribution step fails. This is commonly
known as backtracking.
Backtracking involves revisiting a node in the tree, which requires the restoration of
8the state of the constraint store or undoing the operations performed on a state. There are
various restoration or reconstruction techniques that are followed.
The commonly used reconstruction techniques are copying, trailing, and recomputa-
tion. In the current context, a node refers to a choice point in the search tree. Copying
involves saving a copy of the entire tree node in memory before changing its state. In
trailing, a record of the modified nodes only is saved before a state change. Recomputation
does not have any past record of the state changes undergone. Therefore, reconstruction
occurs by repeated computation by application of constraints starting from a previously
saved state information. The number of computations depends on depth-interval between
savings. There are many advantages and disadvantages to this technique. Copying and
trailing require significant memory in order to save the constraint store. Recomputation
is computationally intensive but does not require any memory for saving constraint states.
A balance between performance and memory consumption can be reached by using re-
computation in combination with trailing or copying. For instance, a fixed-recomputation
technique, which is a combination of copying and recomputation, offers better performance
than copying or recomputation executed as a standalone operation [9–11].
However, it must be noted that even though several studies exist which compare one
method to another, the results are rather subjective and depend strongly on the nature of
the constraint problem. Performance results depend on the size of the problem (number of
variables involved, number of constraints) and formulation of the constraints (weak/strong
propagation). A solution to a constraint problem consists of an assignment to all the
variables in the constraint store which satisfies all the constraints.
1.2 Motivation
The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that a flexible, scalable finite-domain con-
straint solver can be implemented in parallel targeting COTs FPGA for online constraint
satisfaction applications in embedded systems. The motivation for this research is presented
in this section.
91.2.1 Offline Constraint Solving
The theory and benefits of using finite-domain constraints is quite established and it
has been used extensively in modeling and solving several problems related to scheduling,
resource management, and optimizations [5,6, 12]. However, a vast majority of current ap-
plications of FD solvers can be categorized as offline constraint solving mechanisms. This is
because these decisions are not done in a reactive manner. The constraints and the decision
variables involved in these constraints are derived using only design time information. With
offline search response time is important but not mandated by the environment in which
these solvers are used, and hence these systems are not reactive. Constraint solvers [13]
employed in these systems are generic and are extremely demanding in memory, power, and
processor utilization and cannot be executed on embedded systems. This design focuses on
problem scalability rather than deterministic execution time.
1.2.2 Online Constraint Solving
Embedded systems are typically reactive systems which interact with their surround-
ings in real-time. A reactive system is one whose response and behavior changes in accor-
dance to the external events which act as inputs to the system. Such systems react and
provide output in time to meet the deadlines set forth by their environment. By modeling
the events in a dynamically changing environment as a constraint satisfaction problem, the
response of the systems adapts to previously unaccounted events that influences its behav-
ior. This potential flexibility that is offered in modeling events as constraints encourages
its use in embedded systems.
In Fromherz [2] the author demonstrates the benefits, flexibility, and viability that
online constraint solving provides for computer systems embedded in printers. Another
instance of online constraint solver is shown in Williams et al. [14] where constraint solving
mechanisms are used in for autonomous decision making in space exploration. However,
offline constraint solving techniques cannot be employed in embedded systems since they
present significant challenges. Such techniques lead to a combinatorial explosion in the
search space which increases the memory requirement of the system. Also, the increase
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in search space leads to an exponential increase in the search time. There is a need for
constraint solving techniques that can be employed in embedded systems for effectively
executing online search problems.
Since constraint solving techniques can be computationally intensive process as stated
by Fromherz [2] and Ferna´ndez [13], performance of a constraint solver in an embedded
system can be potentially improved by parallel processing. FPGAs offer a unique mix of
parallel processing capability and flexibility. They are increasingly being used as compu-
tational platforms for embedded systems. The primary contribution of this thesis is the
development of an FPGA-based FD solver which can be used for online constraint solving
problems.
1.2.3 Reasons for Choosing FPGA
An FPGA provides ample resources to execute applications in parallel. FPGAs provide
a fabric primarily containing functional units such as Look-Up Tables (LUT), Multiplier
units, Block RAM (BRAM) and routing and switching matrices for inter-connecting all the
functional units within the digital fabric. Vendor provided tools used in configuring an
FPGA to implement a given design translate the hardware design into a bit stream through
the steps of synthesis and Place and Route (PAR). The input design for configuring the
FPGA can be present in the form of a Hardware Description Language (HDL) or as a
vendor library in the form of an IP core.
Design implementations on a FPGA offer several advantages. Firstly, there is more
room for concurrent executions in hardware as opposed to a microprocessor. Secondly,
it offers the ability to reconfigure the FPGA fabric as opposed to an ASIC whose logic
is hardwired once the chip is taped out. In addition, FPGAs also provide the flexibility
for rapid-prototyping and testing of the hardware design early during the design process.
Due to the multiplicity of resources offered by the reconfigurable fabric, FPGAs qualify as
natural candidates for parallel processing.
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1.3 Contribution of this Research
The contribution of this thesis is the development of a flexible and scalable parallel
architecture for online finite-domain constraint solver for an embedded platform. The results
were obtained by successfully implementing propagation and online search on multiple soft-
core processors in an FPGA. The implementation framework is generic such that additional
form of constraints can also be supported by the system in future.
The capabilities of the online FD solver for online scheduling is shown through means of
a potential online mission planning application. Mission planning consists of the allocation
of a set of tasks to a fixed set of resources. Dependencies between tasks restrict the order of
their execution which is implied by means of a directed graph. This dependency is modeled
as a precedence constraint. Only precedence constraints were extracted from the application
modeled as a task graph [12]. The schedule must be accomplished subject to the precedence
constraint. As shown in the results, Chapter 6, the solver successfully handled precedence
constraints and provided a solution. While resource constraints are also required in deriving
an accurate schedule, it fell out of scope for this thesis and is definitely a path for future
work for reasons discussed in Chapter 6.
1.4 Related Work - Literature Review
In this section, we examine related work and contributions in the area of finite-domain
constraints. We categorize and summarize the contributions by other researchers in each
sub-section that follows.
1.4.1 Comparison of FD Solvers
There are several constraint programming languages in existence. But the scope of the
discussion is restricted to the features of ILOG Solver [15], ECLiPSe [16], Mozart-Oz [10]
and JaCoP [17]. ILOG is a commercial tool while the others were born out of academic
pursuits. The criteria used for comparison are their expressiveness, efficiency, and the
different search and distribution strategies used by the language.
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The implementation language used in these solvers differs from each other. Language of
implementation is not a barrier for implementing constraint solvers or formulating a problem
as a constraint [6]. Of course, the implementation language chosen limits the expressiveness
of the constraint formulation. Mozart for instance, is an implementation engine based on
the Oz language. ECLiPSe is a Constraint Logic Programming system that is implemented
using the language Prolog. ILOG solver has is solving engine implemented in C++, and
finally JaCoP provides a CLP environment that is implemented using Java.
In Ferna´ndez et al. [13], the authors evaluate the expressiveness and efficiency of sev-
eral constraint languages of which ILOG, Oz and ECLiPSe are relevant to this discussion.
Expressiveness of the language is defined as the closeness of the language representation of
the constraint to the mathematical representation and efficiency of the solver is the time
taken to reach a solution. In these measurements, only the times taken to reach the first
solution were considered. The authors mention that the time taken to search all solutions
was nearly the same for all solvers and was hence not the focus of comparison for efficiency
comparison. The authors conclude that Oz is more expressive than ILOG and ECLiPSe
because the solution in Oz is very close to the mathematical constraint formulation of the
problem. The reasons stated were:
• The use of reified constraints allowed concatenation of propagators, and
• Propagators could directly operate over Boolean variables and constraint expressions.
ECLiPSe does not support reified constraints. ILOG solver on the other hand supports
reification but the direct application of disjunction(∨), conjunction(∧) and negation(¬)
over Boolean variables is not allowed.
Performance benchmarks [13] were provided for several problems for the first-solution
search using the first-fail labeling and the naive labeling. For the first-fail labeling for all
the programs used for benchmarking (SRQ, magic square, n-Queens) ILOG was the fastest
followed by Oz and ECLiPSe. On the magic square problem with 130 variables ILOG had a
speed-up of 216 over ECLiPSe. Oz, on the other hand, had a speed-up that averaged around
3 over ECLiPSe for all the benchmarks mentioned in Ferna´ndez and Hill [13]. However,
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this report is dated 1998 and many algorithms and libraries used in these solvers could have
evolved since then. CPU and memory performance have improved drastically to this date.
Therefore, the performance benchmarks quoted this paper may not hold true in the current
scenario and would have to be revaluated.
The performance comparison for the first-solution using the naive labeling scheme in
Ferna´ndez and Hill [13] revealed that ILOG was still the fastest followed by Oz and ECLiPSe.
However, the variation in speed-up on the benchmarks in ILOG did not vary as much as in
first-fail labeling.
This comparison on the performance between the first-fail labeling and naive variable
enumeration method showed that the labeling method influences the performance of the
solver. The results of performance measurements for first fail labeling varied among various
solvers due to differences in the underlying implementation of the first-fail heuristic. The
naive labeling approach does not provide any ambiguity in choosing the variable for value
assignment because the ordered list of variables to perform assignment is always fixed. The
left most variable in the enumerated list is always chosen and the lowest value of its domain
is assigned.
In summary, the authors conclude that ILOG proved to be the fastest system and
most robust with capability to solve constraint problems with more variables than the other
two systems—Oz and ECLiPSe. Oz was faster than ECLiPSe for first and all solutions.
ECLiPSe was the slowest.
Another insightful comparison on the performance of the solvers based on reconstruc-
tion techniques used is discussed in Schulte [9]. The reconstruction techniques of copying,
trailing and recomputation are used in the exploration of the search tree by constraint
solvers for finding a solution. It is shown that the performance offered by Oz in the flexibil-
ity offered in choosing between copying and/or fixed-recomputation techniques provides an
advantage over ILOG [11] and ECLiPSe [9] which always follows a fixed trailing technique.
JaCoP has its applications [17,18] in the synthesis of embedded systems. The features
of JaCoP [17] as mentioned by the authors are as follows. Applications of this solver are
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discussed in Wolinski and Kuchcinski [18] and Kuchcinski and Wolinski [19], and are also
discussed in sec. 1.4.2, Offline Constraint Solvers. No performance comparison of the JaCoP
solver against other solvers exist at this point.
• It is a FD constraint programming system implemented in Java.
• It supports the use of reified constraints.
• The solver can search for all solutions or first-solution.
• Various systematic and heuristic search methods such as Limited Discrepancy Search,
Credit search, hierarchical search and credit search are provided by the solver.
Many concepts used in the implementation of this project were borrowed from the
Mozart-Oz system. As a tool Mozart also offers a visual explorer tree [8] which displays the
search tree traversed when performing a distribution with the state of the constraint store
during each step of the distribution.
1.4.2 Offline Applications of FD Constraints in Design of Embedded Systems
In this section we focus on the applications of finite-domain constraints as an offline
constraint solver in the design of embedded systems. Discussions in Kuchcinski [12] and
Wolinski and Kuchcinski [18] prove that several problems on scheduling, partitioning, and
resource allocations related to the synthesis of embedded systems can be modeled and solved
as a set of FD constraints.
In Kuchcinski [12] it is shown that optimal results in reduced time can be achieved over
other solving techniques such as MILP and B&B for certain applications when finite-domain
constraints are used to model the mapping and execution of tasks for a distributed embedded
system. Efficiency of searching is also improved when search techniques are combined with
the FD constraints. Through experimental results it is shown that FD solver provides
a competitive advantage over (M)ILP solvers in the design of some applications. The
model is flexible and comprehensive. It can be used to model task precedence constraints,
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Fig. 1.4: Task graph.
resource constraints, power, and energy constraint, communication resources and memory
constraints. This form of modeling is extensible.
FD constraints also offer an advantage in that they can be used along with any search
technique for searching the tree of solutions. This technique provides more flexibility in
the use of different techniques for finding an optimal solution. A combination of constraint
solving techniques and optimization methods can be used together with finite-domain con-
straints to arrive at the solution. For instance, optimization methods such as Branch-and-
Bound (B&B) algorithm, heuristic search methods can be used.
To introduce the concept and to demonstrate the efficacy of this methodology, a FD
constraint model is developed and a solution representing the schedule is obtained for a
task graph with a limited set of resources. Precedence and resource constraints are used in
the formulation of the constraint model. A precedence constraint is a ≤ inequality which is
used to indicate the order of execution of tasks in the task graph. It is also used to sequence
the execution of communication. In that respect communicating events are also modeled as
a task. A task is modeled as a tuple < τ, δ, ρ > where τ is the start time, δ is the duration
of execution and ρ is the resource occupied during execution. An example of precedence
constraint is τi + δi ≤= τj for the task graph shown in fig. 1.4. The precedence constraint
model mentioned in Kuchcinski [12] was leveraged in this research.
Resource constraints are modeled as multi-dimensional rectangles with each rectangular
block occupying a resource for the given duration. A 2-dimensional rectangle is denoted by
Ri =< τi, ρi, δi, 1 >. When the resource constraint is supplied with a list of such rectangles,
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the solver spaces the rectangles such that no two rectangles overlap another. This implies
no two tasks can simultaneously occupy the same resource.
Another contribution of Kuchcinski [12] is that varying execution times for tasks de-
pending on the type of resource it is mapped to can also be modeled using FD constraints.
Much of the principles presented in this paper are carried forward by the author to demon-
strate a more practical synthesis problem in embedded system design.
In Wolinski and Kuchcinski [18], a hardware architecture for a pipelined schedule is
derived using finite domain constraints. The uniqueness lies in having to use finite domain
constraints to derive the pipelined schedule from a Hierarchical Conditional Dependency
Graph (HCDG) [18] which also takes into consideration the inter-loop dependency.
1.4.3 Applications of FD Constraints for Online Constraint Solving
We now provide a summary of research work related to the implementation of FD
constraint solvers as an online solver for embedded applications. The challenges encountered
and design considerations that have to be taken into account are mentioned in this section
of the survey.
In Fromherz [2], the author discusses the successful design of an online scheduler in a
printer that reacts to events in a dynamically changing environment by providing a modified
schedule. The printer is designed to be a smart printer with multiple user-configurable
options for printing documents while it is online. For instance scanned documents can be
printed in a double-sided manner or on a single side and for multiple copies of that document
for various order of sorting of the printed pages. The user also has the options to throttle
the pages per minute that are printed out. The response of the printer to these options
should be such that it meets the objectives of the user.
The design of this printer is complex and involves controlling the operations performed
by various mechanical and electrical components present in its system. The successful
execution of a print job involves the execution of several sub-tasks that involve triggering
the components in the printer in the right order at the right time. This in effect translates
into a scheduling problem. The inputs from the user mark the various events that influence
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the output of the scheduler. For instance throttling the page output of the printer involves
controlling the speed at which papers are pulled into the print engine and flow through the
“assembly line” for printing.
The main control software or scheduler for this printer is modeled using finite-domain
constraints. In this printer, the occurrence of external events, the start time of the control
instructions required to trigger the execution of the components, resources available in
the printer are all as finite-domain constraints and the scheduling problem is solved using
FD solving techniques. By using FD constraint constraint solving techniques to an online
application such as printer, the behavior of the printer becomes adaptable to run-time
changes to its configuration and is able to respond accordingly. The author justifies the
feasibility of this approach due to its successful implementation in Xerox printers.
In Fromherz [2], the author also mentions that online constraint solving techniques
for scheduling problems have been used onboard NASA’s Remote Agent Planner [2] - a
depth-first search constraint solver on-board the spacecraft Deep Space One and Scheduler
(RAX-PS) and JPL’s Aspen Planner and scheduler [2] - an online constraint solver which
provided real-time response using iterative repair technique.
The scheduler implemented in the printer in Fromherz [2] is based on finite-domain
constraints and is called a Constraint Based Scheduler (CBS) that reacts to changing con-
straints in real-time. The CBS model is formulated from the tasks, constraints, resources,
and the objective function.
In offline scheduling, all tasks and constraints are known apriori and are posted to the
constraint solver. Online scheduling requires a mechanism to incrementally add/modify
tasks, constraints, and resources dynamically to the controller responsible for deriving the
schedule with responsiveness of a real-time system in a changing environment. The system
reacts to changes in the tasks/constraint to generate a modified schedule. The state of the
system could change at run-time due to unavailability of resources from a fault, additional
resources due to fault tolerance and other unpredictable events that impose restrictions on
the behavior of the scheduler.
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The design of a CBS discussed in Fromherz [2] was achieved by modeling the system
in a hierarchical composition manner with a component containing sub-components. Each
component announces its parameterized values that define the characteristics of its opera-
tion to its parent. Every parent can derive the larger constraint from the constraints of the
parts from which it is composed. A custom constraint language known as CDL is used for
this purpose. Based on the composition constraints, the scheduler in the system controller
derives the schedule which states the timed execution of individual control commands to
control the sub-components.
The strength of this approach is the scheduler that dynamically reacts to the changing
environment by modifying and updating the constraints that define the execution of the
tasks on a set of resources generating an optimal schedule.
1.4.4 Distributed Constraint Solving - Parallel Search Technique
In this section, we discuss an implementation of a distributed search on a network
of computers and also draw similarities with the implementation adopted in this research.
These discussions are intended to show that concurrent search provides benefits in perfor-
mance.
In Jaffar et al. [20], the authors discuss an implementation of a parallel combinatorial
depth-first search on a distributed network of computers. Each computer forms a node in
the cluster of computers. The branching algorithm followed is the first-fail heuristic where
two sub-spaces are created by imposing complementary constraints.
The cluster for performing a distributed search is of the shape of a binary tree and new
nodes can join or leave the cluster at run time. The search tree forks from a single master
at the root which controls the assignment of the various search problems and also records
the exploration of various solutions. The worker node is assigned a subproblem of the entire
search tree. Each worker node that is assigned a search subproblem can in turn fork more
search problems to its child nodes. The solutions found by each worker is reported to the
master which based on the type of search exploration decides to explore more solutions or
not.
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The authors demonstrate in their results that a linear speed-up can be achieved in
their architecture through a plot of speed-up vs. number of workers for different sized
problems (number of variables in the constraint problem) for both backtracking and branch
and bound search algorithms. Advantages of this architecture are that it is a scalable
distributed architecture and dynamic load balancing is achieved by maintaining a balanced
binary tree.
In Jaffar et al. [20], a worker node is assigned the entire constraint store representing
that search subproblem, whereas in this thesis the master and each worker node solves a
dedicated portion of the constraint store and communicates their results to the master at
the root. Second, worker nodes can participate or leave the distributed computing network
anytime during run-time while in this thesis the tree infrastructure and the number of
processors are fixed.
1.4.5 Design Overview
In order to gain a broader understanding of the designed system used to solve the
given problem we refer to fig. 1.5. The different functional layers implemented on the
FPGA platform are described with reference to this figure.
The lower most layer is the hardware platform on which the multi-processor inter-
connection network is implemented. Above the hardware layer is the software or firmware
layer that controls and drives the underlying hardware infrastructure. The firmware and
the hardware layer together form the communication infrastructure for the platform. This
is explained in detail in Chapter 2.
The layer indicating constraint solver contains algorithms that implement propagation,
distribution and search. Chapter 3 discusses the implementation of a propagator while
Chapter 4 explains the distribution and search steps. As denoted by the top-most layer,
the constraints are decoupled from knowledge of the underlying platform and algorithm for
implementing the constraints. In that respect, the application interface is design to suit
this abstraction.
The tool flow for automated decision making was also implemented in this research.
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Fig. 1.5: Functional layers of the computing unit.
This is illustrated in fig. 1.6. The input to the tool is a Data Flow Graph (DFG) repre-
sentation of the given application problem. The tool parses this graph and partitions the
nodes contained in DFG into clusters. For each cluster that is formed a set of finite-domain
constraints contained in those clusters are generated. Also, firmware configuration for the
hardware platform is generated. The configuration information assumes the existence of a
valid hardware design. The partitioning of the graph is discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, an
evaluation of the design is performed for sample applications and its results are discussed
in Chapter 6.
This thesis proceeds as follows. In Chapter 2 we discuss the MicroBlaze infrastruc-
ture that is used for the implementation of a distributed memory architecture. Chapter 3
discusses the formulation of the constraint model and the implementation of a propagator.
This is followed by a description of the distribution and search mechanism implemented
specifically for a multi-processor network. Chapter 5 explains the clustering algorithm fol-
lowed in this project. Finally, we conclude by explaining the results and discussing the
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Fig. 1.6: Tool flow.
scope for future developments in this research.
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Chapter 2
Communication Infrastructure
The architectural foundation on which the FD solver is based is composed of a network
of parallel processors with fast point-to-point communication links. This chapters discusses
the substrate targeting a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The hardware platform
used for testing was a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA on the ML310 development board from
Xilinx.
2.1 System Description
Let us consider a model of constraint store with a set of concurrent propagators op-
erating upon it as shown in fig. 2.1. This model implies the need for a globally shared
memory accessible by multiple computational units. Only through sharing information
about constraint variables are propagators able to jointly make progress toward solving a
given constraint satisfaction problem.
From a practical implementation viewpoint, such a globally shared memory accessi-
ble by several computational devices is not practical due to limitations on the number of
read and write ports available to a memory device. Further, the selected implementation
platform, an FPGA, offers multiple, small internal memory banks, each of which is sepa-
rately accessible. It offers no native global memory structures. Therefore the concept of
shared memory was emulated, making use of the native distributed memory structures, as
illustrated in fig. 2.2. When compared with fig. 2.1 it can be said that memory associated
with each processor represents a partition of a single large globally shared memory. The
partitioning and distribution of the constraint store results in the allocation of finite do-
main variables to a distributed set of processors, each with their own local memory. This
effectively divides the constraint store into a set of partitioned constraint stores. Access to
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Fig. 2.1: Propagators accessing a global constraint store.
Fig. 2.2: Distributed memory architecture.
non-locally held finite domain variables is implemented via point-to-point communication
links.
The major considerations in the design of this communication infrastructure were:
1. To provide provision for parallel processing;
2. Providing a pseudo-implementation of a shared global memory through distributed
memory architecture and thereby increasing overall memory bandwidth;
3. Reduce communication overhead;
4. Facilitate global communication and control.
We provide a brief introduction of the hardware concepts in fig. 2.3. A processor with
its local memory is referred to as a node. Each node represents an instantiation of a soft-
core microprocessor provided by Xilinx MicroBlaze. Memory was allocated from on-board
block RAMs, for both instructions and data. Peripherals were configured and added to
each MB for supporting inter-node communication. FSL links were used in the hardware
communication infrastructure.
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Fig. 2.3: A single MicroBlaze and its interfaces.
A Microblaze (MB) is a 32 bit single-issue pipelined RISC processor IP core which can
be instantiated in an FPGA design. Such processors are also referred to as soft-core pro-
cessors. It employs a Harvard architecture which implies it contains a separate instruction
and data address space. It can be clocked at a maximum frequency of 100 MHz on current
FPGA platforms.
2.2 Hardware Peripherals
A simplified representation of the MB and its peripherals is provided in fig. 2.3. A
MicroBlaze with fixed on-chip memory in the form of Block RAMs (BRAM) is used for
each processing node in the design. The memory size of the allocated BRAM is fixed
during design time. In order to achieve a distributed memory architecture the size of
BRAM allocated to each MB is limited. Each BRAM in a processor node is configured
to contain a single read-port and a read/write port during design time. The read-port
is used for instruction fetch while the read/write port is used for data reads and data
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writes. These ports are interfaced to the MB through the Instruction Processor Local Bus
(IPLB) and the Data Processor Local Bus (DPLB). The MB can communicate with external
peripherals or other MBs through Fast Simplex Links (FSL). An FSL establishes point-point
communication link between a MB and another peripheral or MB. Each processor in the
network is also associated with an Interrupt Controller in order to support asynchronous
message passing.
2.2.1 Memory Configuration
As shown in fig. 2.2, each processor has access to a limited amount of BRAM memory
which is local only to that processor. In order to reduce memory access latency, the memory
configuration adopted for this architecture was a flat on-chip only approach, where all
memory accesses were performed using the processor’s local bus. The local memory used
for each processor was allocated from the pool of on-chip memories present in the FPGA
known as Block RAM (BRAM). These on-chip memory modules have fast access times and
reduce latency from off-chip memory access. The size of the application program and the
problem definition for the purpose of this research was restricted such that they could be
executed within the limited amount of local memory. The discussion of the impact of this
limitation is included in the Chapter 6.
Unlike a shared-memory architecture which offers a single, global memory address space
accessible to all processors, in a distributed-memory architecture each processor only has
direct access to its local memory.
2.2.2 Communication Links
The point-to-point communication links shown in fig. 2.2 are implemented using FSL
links. Since a single FSL offers only unidirectional communication, two FSL links are
required to achieve full-duplex communication. The number of FSL link interfaces that can
exist in a MB can be configured for each MB during system design. A MB can support at
most eight FSL links. A MB provides two FSL bus interfaces for every FSL interface that
is activated—a Master FSL bus interface and a Slave FSL bus interface. Data can only
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Fig. 2.4: FSL-interrupt controller interface.
be sent on the Master bus and only received on the Slave bus interface. The number of
FSL bus interfaces provided in the MB is dependant on the number of MBs with which it
directly communicates.
An FSL is implemented as a FIFO whose depth can be configured during design time.
In this implementation the data width for all FSL links was configured to be 32 bits wide.
Data is inserted or written to the FSL by the source processor, synchronously and read
(or dequeued) asynchronously by the destination processor. The asynchronous reads at the
destination processor are achieved through interrupts where an Interrupt Service Routine
(ISR) handles the incoming read requests.
The FSL link is configured to interrupt the MB. The corresponding MB ISR reads the
received data from the FSL buffer and dispatches it appropriately. Software execution on
the MB in this implementation need not explicitly wait for the receipt of data on an FSL
link.
2.2.3 Interrupt Controller
As shown in fig. 2.4, each MB is associated with an interrupt controller whose lines are
tied to the control lines of the input FSL links. An MB can have multiple FSL links each
with the ability to interrupt the processor. An interrupt controller is required to multiplex
multiple interrupt requests onto a single interrupt request line of the MB. Interrupt requests
are serviced based on assigned priority. When data is present in the FSL link, the FSL
asserts a control line. The control line is connected at design time to an interrupt line on
the incident MB. This assertion leads to the triggering of the ISR on the MB. Pending
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Fig. 2.5: System overview.
interrupt requests in an interrupt controller are serviced based on the priority assigned to
each interrupt line on the interrupt controller. The priority is essentially a fixed, unique
integral number assignment starting from 0 marking each interrupt line. Lower-numbered
interrupt lines have higher priority than higher-numbered lines. The interrupt controller
acts as a dispatcher when multiple interrupt requests are pending. Since only one interrupt
can be serviced by the processor, assigning priorities decides the order in which pending
interrupts are to be serviced.
2.2.4 Processor Inter-Connection Network
In order to facilitate global synchronization and control of processors a subset of the
inter-node FSL links are selected to form a minimum spanning tree over the network. This
tree is used to broadcast “system-level” messages and global synchronization words across
each node in the network. A detailed discussion of this broadcast tree infrastructure is
provided in Chapter 4.
Figure 2.5 depicts the complete processing framework, illustrating processors, interrupt
controller, and FSLs.
2.3 Data Partitioning
To achieve parallel processing in a distributed-memory architecture, the data set to be
processed for computation must be partitioned and distributed among individual proces-
sors in the network. The goal of distributed computing is to achieve faster processing of
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the data set through parallel execution than what is otherwise observed on a single compu-
tational unit. However, correct parallel processing almost always requires inter-processor
synchronization. Synchronization often implies the exchange of partial data sets between
neighboring processors.
A parallel FD solver is not immune to synchronization. Distributed processing re-
quires node to share information on the current state of the shared FD variables. Data
partitioning distributes FD variables among processors, but the architecture must support
rapid synchronization and update of FD variables shared across processor boundaries. In
this implementation, each FD variable is assigned to a particular partition. Each MB is
allocated a single partition. Inter MB sharing requires a well-defined approach to memory
addressing in order to allow nodes of different address spaces to access a saved variable.
2.3.1 Partitioning of Address Space
Data partitioning restricts the range of natively addressable memory locations for a
processor. This data partitioning inherently causes a partitioning of the global address
space. The partitioned data is called a cluster. An addressing scheme is required in order
to deterministically identify data dependant variables that are allocated to various clusters.
A uniform addressing scheme is applied for addressing every variable in the system.
Each variable in any cluster can be identified by its unique global address. The variables
within a cluster are assigned a contiguous sequence of global addresses with no intermittent
gaps. Unused address space can only exist at the end of all assignments within a cluster.
Further, the range of the addresses allocated to each cluster is equal across clusters and is
rounded to the nearest higher power of two.
Restricting the range of address assigned to clusters to be a power of 2 helps in deter-
ministically mapping any valid global address to a unique cluster. This address translation
scheme used in mapping a given global address to a variable in a cluster is explained in
sec. 2.3.2 with the help of an example.
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2.3.2 Address Translations
The various steps involved in the accessing of variable with a given global address are
explained by means of a pseudo code as shown in fig. 2.6 with related computations involved
in this process. Most of the algorithm is self-explanatory. This algorithm is explained
with the help of an example. For the partitioning shown in fig. 2.7, the following address
translations apply based on algorithm shown in fig. 2.6.
• ClSize = 8;ClBits = 3
• Let global address GlAddr = 10
• Substituting in Step(1) we get, ClID = 108
This achieves the mapping of a global address to a cluster. At compile time the size of
the cluster and the number of nodes in each cluster remains constant during run-time and
is determined by the clustering algorithm. A node distinguishes between access to locally
owned or variables owned elsewhere via lookup table.
• Local access: When a given global address is determined to exist natively within a
cluster, then the variable is accessed though a simple global to local address translation
and indexing into a local table as described in steps (4)-(6) in fig. 2.6.
• Remote access: When it is determined from the global address that a variable does not
natively reside in the requesting processor, then the access of that variable is classified
as a remote access. Since it requires inter-processor communication, a remote access
incurs more processing overhead and access latency, than a local variable. A message
routing table is generated for each MB at design time and included in the runtime
software.
An access request message is sent over the FSL link instructing the destination pro-
cessor to access this remote variable (from the perspective of the source processor).
Sections 2.4 and 2.5 refine the message based inter-processor communication.
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Given:
Number of clusters in the system → NC
Uniform cluster size(power of 2) → ClSize
# of bits required to represent cluster size → ClBits
⇒ ClBits = log2(ClSize)
Current cluster identifier: CurrID
Starting Global address of current cluster → StartGlbl
Table of FD variable → fd table1..ClSize
Table which maps cluster ID to a processor: clusterProcMap1..NC
Table which maps processor ID to an FSL: procFSLMap1..NC
Input:
Global Address → GlAddr
Output:
Type of access required:Local/Remote access
Main Algorithm:
(1)Cluster identifier ClID = GlAddr/ClSize
⇒ ClID = right bit-shift GlAddr by ClBits positions
(2)if ClID = CurrID then
perform Local Access of GlAddr
(3)else
perform Remote Access of GlAddr
Local Access:
(4)Local address → LA
(5)Global to local address translation: LA = GlAddr − StartGlbl
(6)Access local variable from FD table: fd tableLA
Remote Access:
(7)Cluster to processor mapping:
Processor ID → procID
procID = clusterProcMapClID
(8)Processor to FSL mapping:
FSL ID → fslID
fslID = procFSLMapprocID
Communicate over FSL link fslID
Fig. 2.6: Algorithm to map a global address.
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Fig. 2.7: Initial data partitioning.
• Mapping: On a remote access, the proper FSL link to access is determined by indexing
the routing table based on global address. Since the global address space is small, the
routing table is manageable. This is routing occurs in two steps. First, the mapping
of a given global address to a processor is performed using a lookup table to identify
the processor on which that address resides. The processor index is then used to index
into another lookup table to determine the FSL link to use. In summary there is a:
– A cluster to processor mapping,
– A processor to FSL mapping.
2.4 Shadow Copy
One approach to performing remote data access (read/write) that was abandoned fol-
lowed a persistent data read request mechanism. A message requesting a read of the remote
data is sent over the FSL link to the destination processor. The source processor blocks on
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Fig. 2.8: Clustering with shadow node.
this read request and awaits a response on the FSL link from the remote processor. The
following observations were made due to which this approach was not feasible.
1. Frequent remote read requests when there is no new information to convey on the
shared data due to the iterative nature of propagation. But relatively infrequent
remote write accesses were observed.
2. IPC overhead increases due to two message exchanges for a single read request. This
decreases processor utilization for useful computation.
Hence to reduce FSL utilization, local cached copies of remotely stored variables are
maintained on each node. We refer to these local copies as shadow copies. In fig. 2.8, when
cluster 0 attempts to access data with address 5, it is determined after address translation
that this data resides in cluster 1. Instead of blocking on a read request sent over the FSL
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link to cluster 1, the content of variable 5 is read from its duplicate copy residing in cluster
0. This duplicate variable is referred to as a Shadow Copy. Similar access occurs during a
write to a remote data.
The advantage of having a shadow copy is that remote data accesses of a node are
now done locally, reducing the latency of access of the node. This reduces the frequency
of interrupts originating from the FSL, both on the parent cluster owning the node and
the surrogate-parent containing shadow copies of the node. This mechanism most impor-
tantly reduces overhead incurred due to frequent servicing of interrupts and improves CPU
utilization for the main thread of computation.
Maintaining shadow copies implies that data coherency issues need to be addressed.
When the cluster hosting a shadow copy of a remote data modifies the value of the shadowed
variable, the original content of the data present in the host cluster must also updated. This
update is performed via remote access messaging. Similarly when the host-parent updates
a value which is shadowed on remote processors, a message to update the corresponding
shadow copies present on other nodes is broadcast. In this manner, the contents of both
the original and shadow copies remain in sync with each other.
Providing shadow copies decouples two MBs. This is because each MB independently
carries out its computations without being blocked to receive the original value of the remote
data. Synchronization between shadow data and real data occurs asynchronously. This
delay in syncing does not impact the correctness of the collaborative computing achieved
by means of propagation because the application is tolerant to such delays. This is explained
in Chapter 3 where we discuss propagation in more detail. However, as will be discussed,
inter-node synchronization can impact time to convergence.
The shadow variables residing within a node occupy a separate address space than
the real variables and are indexed using a different lookup table than the one followed for
accessing real variables. In fig. 2.6 the procedure to access the real variable based on a given
global address was explained. The algorithm in fig. 2.9 explains that a given global address
is translated into an index into a table distinctly maintained for shadow variables.
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Begin:
Global address → GlAddr
Shadow index → SI
SI = MapGlobalShadow(GlAddr)
Access shadow variable:
shadow tableSI
Fig. 2.9: Algorithm to access shadow variables.
Fig. 2.10: Generic command encapsulation over FSL link.
2.5 Message Passing Interface
We now discuss the message passing interface used for inter-processor communication.
The above discussions have loosely revolved around the exchange of data between processors
using messages. These messages represent commands that are sent over the FSL links.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the format of a command. The command consists of two 16 bit
half-words—the command index and another parameter associated with this command.
The parameter field may be left blank depending on the command. The command index
is used to index into a table of instructions as shown in fig. 2.11 which contains a list of
function pointers. The acceptable commands are fixed at compile time and is uniform for
all processors.
The command index represents an instruction to be performed at the destination node.
To speed the instruction dispatch, a table is constructed at design time containing function
pointers, pointing to the appropriate instruction handling code. On receipt of a command,
the index is used to look up the appropriate pointer from the table, which is then indexed
to handle the command. All MBs employ a table of instructions as shown in fig. 2.11.
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Inter-processor communication occurs when the source processor sends one of the com-
mands along with additional parameters if required over the FSL link.
This table based scheme is generic enough such that modifications to the command in-
terpretation and ability to support more commands exist. A message based communication
was extensively used for implementing the steps of propagation, distribution and search to
achieve synchronization and control.
2.6 Remote Update Command
A remote update using the message passing interface could involve either the real FD
variable or a shadow FD variable. The encoding of the write-command over the FSL link
is illustrated in fig. 2.12. The write-command is encoded by a fixed index that is used to
index into the command handler table (fig. 2.11). It also requires additional parameters
to process the command such as the global address of the variable within the destination
cluster and the value of the FD variable which is represented by a lower bound and an
upper bound. This generic write-command interface can be used to write real variables as
well as shadow variables by using different command indices to encode the command.
The accomplishments of this design may be summarized as follows. Firstly, it emulates
distributed shared memory architecture by allowing a MB to access a set of memory lo-
cations from adjacent MicroBlaze. This facilitates distributed computing to be performed
which is the central idea behind the realization of a parallel architecture. A data parti-
tioning and addressing scheme is developed for this purpose. Accessing critical sections
Fig. 2.11: Generic command table.
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Fig. 2.12: Remote write request format.
and achieving data synchronization are the challenges posed by such architectures and have
been addressed in Chapter 3.
Secondly, a message passing interface is developed for inter-processor communication.
These messages encompass instructions and data exchanged between processors and can
trigger a change in the execution flow of the processor.
Finally, the frequency of inter-processor communication is reduced by introducing
shadow copies which reduce the utilization of the FSL links.
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Chapter 3
Implementation of Propagator
Online planning and scheduling algorithms can take many forms, from determining
the optimal resource mix for a computation graph, to determining a binding of tasks to
computational elements in a resource constrained environment. The re-mapping tasks to
parallel resources due to device failure could also be considered a candidate for online search.
3.1 Modeling the Problem
Finite-domain constraints are employed in online constraint solving for scheduling ap-
plications in an embedded system. As mentioned in sec. 1.2, the primary motivation for
using online constraint solvers was to schedule events during run-time in a dynamically
changing environment. When the problem of scheduling is modeled as a constraint satis-
faction problem it is seen that the scheduler is more flexible and adaptable to events, tasks,
resources and other constraints that were previously unaccounted for before deploying the
scheduler. In a sense, the behavior of the embedded scheduler is redefined with modified
parameters without bringing down the system it controls. For instance the scheduler in an
embedded mission planning for space applications has to deal with unanticipated failure of
devices, temporary unavailability of a component and redundancy in components while the
system is online. When such events are captured as constraints and presented to the online
finite-domain constraint solver, it is seen that behavior of the system is easily extensible
and flexible.
The application to be scheduled is represented in the form of a Data Flow Graph
(DFG). A DFG is graphically represented as a directed graph containing nodes and edges.
The nodes in the DFG represent an operation being executed on a resource and edges
connecting the nodes denote flow of data and set the precedence of operations in the graph.
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Fig. 3.1: Sample data flow graph.
The formulation of the finite-domain model were leveraged from the work described in
Kuchcinski [12], where an FD constraint model is deduced from task graphs. The finite
domain constraint representation of a dataflow graph is identical to that of a task flow
graph, when considering precedence and latency.
A sample DFG used for constructing the FD model is illustrated in fig. 3.1. By defini-
tion, a schedule is the process of assigning valid start times to tasks for occupying a limited
set of resources [2]. The DFG that is considered in this research has no notion of resource
availability where as scheduling assume resource availability. However, in order to prove
the feasibility of parallel online constraint solving, the scope of this research is only limited
to precedence relationship set forth by edges of the DFG and resource occupancy is not
currently considered.
The nodes in the DFG shown in fig. 3.1 are labeled and are associated with an operation.
Edges in the graph represent a communication path for information flow from the source to
the destination node. The DFG model specifies that every node produces output data only
at the end of its execution and a node can start executing only after the availability of input
data it requires. Every node executes for a fixed duration, the task latency after it fires. An
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input edge of a node in a DFG represents data inputs upon which the node depends. For
instance, Node3 must wait for the arrival of data on both its input edges in order to start
execution. Valid sequences of execution for this graph are {Node1,Node2,Node3,Node4}
or {Node2,Node1,Node3,Node4}.
3.2 Mathematical Formulation of the Constraints
For the formulation of the finite-domain constraint model for the DFG, we leverage
the concept of precedence constraints of task graphs, as mentioned in Kuchcinski [12].
Precedence constraints specify the requirement that data dependencies must be satisfied in
the schedule.
Let us consider a task T , represented by the tuple < τ, δ >, where τ represents the
start time of execution of a task and δ represents the latency or duration of execution of a
task. The precedence constraint for Edge2 in the DFG shown in fig. 3.1 is represented by
an inequality:
τNode1 + δNode1 ≤ τNode3. (3.1)
Often DFG scheduling is associated with some fixed deadline which specifies that the
generated schedule take a total of X cycles or fewer; this limit is referred to as the makespan.
The constraint imposed by the makespan implies that the execution of the last node in the
given graph must be complete before the deadline imposed by the design. To satisfy this
constraint it would be sufficient if just the sink node in the graph complete its execution
before the specified deadline. This constraint can also be represented as a <= precedence
constraint [τD, 0] with zero latency:
τNode4 + δNode4 ≤ τD. (3.2)
In general, both precedence and latency constraints equations may be represented in
the form:
A + B ≤ C, (3.3)
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where A ≡ τsource node, B ≡ δsource node and C ≡ τdest node.
3.3 Constraint Solving - Propagation
As mentioned in Chapter 1, FD constraint solving consists of propagation, distribution,
and search. The implementation of a propagator is discussed in this section. To demonstrate
the process of propagation, the FD constraints that were deduced from the edges in the
DFG in sec. 3.2 are used as a reference example. Constraint solving only requires the set
of constraints to operate upon and does not have any knowledge of the application.
3.3.1 Propagation Principle
A propagator is a concurrent computational agent which implements a particular con-
straint [8] and is used to prune the domain of variables held in the constraint store. A
propagator embodying the constraint specified in eq. 3.3 is implemented in this research.
Each parameter in the propagator is a finite-domain variable. A FD variable is represented
by a pair [lb,ub], where lb represents the lower bound of the FD variable and ub the upper
bound of the variable, lb, ub are non-negative integers. The domain of the FD variable is
restricted to the interval bound by lb and ub.
3.3.2 Interval Pruning
The effects of propagation of the inequality given by eq. 3.3 is explained with an
example. Intially A, B and C have the finite-domain values (0, 10), (4, 4) and (2, 12)
assigned to them, respectively. Substituting the values in eq. 3.3, the constraint reads
(0, 10) + (4, 4) <= (2, 12).
The inputs to this constraint are feasible for propagation and domain pruning leads to
following set of values being assigned to the variables A, B and C, respectively: A = (0, 8),
B = (4, 4) and C = (4, 12).
Observe in this constraint that the value of the constant variable B has not been
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modified after the propagation of this constraint. However, the values of A and C have
been modified to satisfy the constraint.
Propagation is now performed for the precedence constraints in eq. 3.1-3.2 which were
formulated from the edges in DFG given by fig. 3.1. Propagation results in the following
lower and upper bound assignments:
Node1 = [0, 2],
Node2 = [0, 3],
Node3 = [5, 7],
Node4 = [8, 10].
3.3.3 Reduction in Number of Propagation Steps
The convergence of the propagation towards a fixed point for the set of constraints
eq. 3.1-3.2 is illustrated in figs. 3.3-3.6. Propagation for each edge in the DFG is performed
in the direction in which graph traversal occurs and in the sequence in which each edge in
the DFG is encountered.
From these figures, it may be observed that the direction of traversal for propagation
affects the number of iterations required to converge to a solution. A single iteration consists
of a single pass of the graph traversing it in the same direction either from the root to the leaf
nodes or vice versa. A single pass of the graph could either be a traversal from the root node
to the leaf node in which case it is termed as a forward pass or from the leaf nodes to the root
nodes in which case it is termed as a reverse pass. When propagation is performed in the
forward direction, it is observed that the number of iterations for propagation to proceed to
completion is equal to the number of levels in the graph. For the DFG illustrated in fig. 3.2
the number of levels is 3. Hence, it takes three forward passes before propagation stands
completed. The pruning that occurs during each pass is also illustrated in figs. 3.3-3.5.
On the other hand, a forward pass followed by a reverse pass takes only two iterations for
propagation to converge to a solution. This was observed irrespective of the depth of the
input graph traversed. The reduced number of iterations for the forward-reverse case can
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Fig. 3.2: Initial node assignments.
be explained as follows.
At the end of the initial forward pass, the leaf node Node4 converges to completion
since it is the parent node of the constant Deadline, which is a finite-domain variable that
is constant. Subsequent forward passes will not prune the value of Node4 since it has
converged to a solution. In fact, during every subsequent forward pass, the non-converged
finite-domain variable which is the immediate parent of a converged finite-domain variable
converges to completion. It takes three passes equal to the number of levels in the DFG
for all nodes represented by finite-domain variables to propagate to completion. When
performing a reverse pass after a forward pass, every immediate parent-node of a completely
converged node also propagates to completion during every step of the reverse pass. At the
end of the reverse pass the propagation of all nodes in the DFG proceed to completion.
This is applicable for any directed acyclic graph.
It remains to be seen as to how a single propagator representing the constraintA+B <=
C was actually implemented. The algorithm used for pruning the finite-domain variables
presented to this propagator is explained and illustrated in sec. 3.4.
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Fig. 3.3: Forward pass-I.
3.4 Propagator Implementation
A propagator is an implementation of a constraint and accepts finite-domain variables
from the constraint store. Propagation may result in pruning the domain of the finite domain
variables, but the output of the propagator should confirm to the constraint imposed on the
range of the variable by the constraint store. The constraint that is implemented for the
analysis of the DFG problem is of the form A+B <= C where A, B and C are finite-domain
variables. Conditions to be satisfied by the input parameters for propagation to be feasible
and the internal architecture of the propagator are explained in this section.
Since A, B and C belong to the domain of non-negative integers, the constraint can
be better explained by illustrating it with the aid of a number line. Assume that A, B and
C have the following values assigned to them initially:
A = (1, 3),
B = (1, 6),
C = (1, 5).
When the constraint A+B <= C is applied to this set of variables, it can be seen from
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Fig. 3.4: Forward pass-II.
the number line shown in fig. 3.7 that propagation is feasible due to some region of A + B
overlapping with the line C. This implies that upper bound of the sum A+B, 9 is greater
than the upper bound of C which is set to 5 and the lower bound of the sum A+B is greater
than the lower bound of C. To satisfy the constraint imposed the propagator prunes to a
value 5, which is equal to the upper bound of C and raises the lower bound of C to meet
the lower bound of A + B. The lower bound of A + B cannot be reduced further to meet
the lower bound of C because that would conflict with the constraint on the interval of A
and B imposed by the constraint store. The results of pruning are shown as a number line
in fig. 3.10. It remains to be seen as to how the pruning of A+B results in pruning of the
individual variables A and B. Since interval-based pruning is adopted, pruning should result
in an interval which is true for all possible combinations of variable assignments without
violating the interval constraint imposed by the constraint store. When the minimum value
of A is assigned then the maximum value of B that can be assigned without exceeding the
upper limit of C is 4. Similarly, for the minimum possible assignment to B, the maximum
value that can be assigned to A is 4. But assigning this value violates the bounds set on A
by the constraint store. Hence, A can only assume 3 and not 4. B is pruned to 4 and A
requires no pruning resulting in these assignments after propagation. The values assumed
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Fig. 3.5: Forward pass-III.
by the variables as a result of propagation are mentioned in eq. 3.4.
A = (1, 3)
B = (1, 4)
C = (2, 5)
(3.4)
Another scenario is shown in fig. 3.8, where there is only one point at which the two
number lines coincide. This may be observed at point 4 on the scale. Upon subjecting
these parameters to pruning, the line reduces to a single point as illustrated in fig. 3.11. The
implementation of the propagator also considers the case for entailment, failed propagation,
and propagation involving constant parameters.
• Entailment: When an attempt to propagate a set of variables that has already
been pruned is done, no further propagation occurs since there is no new information
available to the propagator for propagation to occur. In that case the propagator
is said to be an entailed propagator. If the values of A, B and C from eq. 3.4 are
provided as input parameters to the propagator, propagation will not occur.
• Failed propagator: Consider the input scheme to the propagator illustrated in
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Fig. 3.6: Reverse pass-I.
Fig. 3.7: Feasible number line.
fig. 3.9. It may be observed that there is absolutely no overlapping region satisfying
the constraint imposed by the propagator. This leads to a constraint violation.
• Propagation of a constant parameter: A finite-domain variable in which the
lower bound is equal to the upper bound is known as a constant or grounded finite-
domain variable. When a constant FD variable is passed through a propagator it
remains unmodified.
3.5 Algorithm for Implementation of Propagator
We now present the algorithm used in the implementation of the propagator for the
constraint given by eq. 3.3. The pseudo-code for propagation that follows is a translation of
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Fig. 3.8: Boundary scenario.
Fig. 3.9: Infeasible number line.
the logical explanation provided in the previous sections. The implementation follows the
principle of partial-arc consistency checks for interval pruning as explained in Fromherz [2],
Henz [5] and Bartak [6].
Pseudo Code for Complete Propagation
The algorithm for the implementation of a complete propagation step is illustrated as
a pseudo code in fig. 3.12.
Fig. 3.10: Results after pruning feasible number line.
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Fig. 3.11: Results after pruning the boundary scenario.
While [new information can be conveyed to the constraint store]
For [all propagators incident upon the constraint store]
(1)Read input parameters A,B and C
(2)Check input parameters from (1) for validity
(3)If (2)= VALID
(3.1)Prune left-hand-side parameters of the A + B ≤ C—A,B
(3.2)Prune right-hand-side parameters of the A + B ≤ C—C
End If
(4)If (3.1) OR (3.2) [update the constraint store]
assert the condition: new information conveyed to constraint store
End If
End For
End While
Fig. 3.12: Pseudo code for complete propagation.
3.5.1 Pseudo Code for Pruning LHS Parameters
Figure 3.13 provides pseudo code and encodes the algorithm for Step (3.1) of for pruning
the parameters A and B of the constraint A + B ≤ C.
3.5.2 Pseudo Code for Pruning RHS Parameters
Figure 3.14 explains the pseudo code for Step (3.2) for pruning the parameter C of the
constraint A + B ≤ C.
3.6 Contribution - The Consolidator
In this section we discuss the design for performing the propagation step in paral-
lel. Finite domain constraints are inherently amenable to parallelization. By definition, a
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Upper Bound → UB
Lower Bound → LB
(1)Determine SUM = UB(A) + UB(B)
(2)If SUM > UB(C) then
SUM = UB(C)
End If
(3)DIFF = SUM − LB(B)
(4)If DIFF < UB(A),then
DIFF = SUM − LB(A)
End If
(5)DIFF = SUM − LB(A)
(6)If DIFF < UB(B), then
UB(B) = DIFF
End If
Fig. 3.13: Algorithm for pruning LHS parameters.
Upper Bound → UB
Lower Bound → LB
(1)Determine LBSUM = LB(A) + LB(B)
(2)If (LB(C) < LBSUM ) and (UB(C) > LBSUM )
LB(C) = LBSUM
End If
Fig. 3.14: Algorithm for pruning RHS parameters.
propagator is a computational agent that operates concurrently with other propagators to
amplify the constraints in the constraint store [7]. For concurrent operations data consis-
tency of the constraint store is required. In order to ensure this, it is imperative that all
writes to the constraint store be synchronized and that no race conditions occur during an
update to the constraint store. This is achieved by means of a consolidator. The design
and purpose of the consolidator is explained.
The consolidator is essentially a comparator that acts as a check point for all updates
to the constraint store. The consolidator only accepts updates which improves the current
FD value stored in the constraint store. Only if the lower bound of the update request is
greater than the lower bound in the constraint store or if the upper bound of the update
request is lower than the upper bound in the constraint store is the update accepted. This
check on the bounds is correct because propagation fundamentally only leads to domain
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Fig. 3.15: Consolidator.
pruning and narrowing of bounds.
The consolidator check prevents a pruned FD variable from being over-written by values
which negate the effect of the pruning. In the absence of a consolidator, inconsistent and
redundant updates to the constraint could occur. The consolidator is illustrated in fig. 3.15.
To achieve parallel processing on multiple processors, the constraint store was par-
titioned and distributed onto several processors on the distributed-memory architecture
discussed in Chapter 2. Distributing the constraint store onto several processors eases the
communication bottle neck and synchronization issues encountered with having numerous
accesses to a single data repository. This required a consolidator to be associated with every
partitioned constraint store to ensure data consistency.
3.7 FPGA Implementation of Propagator
The principles and algorithms that were discussed in sec. 3.5 are used in the implemen-
tation of the propagator. The two different implementations that were performed on the
FPGA were based on the same algorithm. The first approach was a hardware implementa-
tion of the constraint propagators while the second utilized multiple soft-core processors as
a platform for software-based parallel constraint solving.
3.7.1 Hardware Implementation of Propagator
Our first attempt at a propagator implementation revolved around an hardware imple-
mentation using Hardware Description Language (HDL) that was used to implement the
propagator on an FPGA. A single instance of a propagator in HDL followed the algorithm
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discussed in fig. 3.12.
The hardware implementation of the propagator was designed by means of a state
machine. The finite state machine design driving this implementation is detailed in this
section. The several versions designed and tested included a single propagator unit, two
propagator units accessing a single constraint store and a pipelined implementation of the
propagator. The design of the single instance of the propagator is explained in this section.
The other implementations are based on the same design principles and and are omitted
for brevity.
The main elements for a single instance of a propagator unit are the memory, the
propagator itself, which implements the less-than-equal-to constraint and the controller.
The system level design shown in fig. 3.16 shows how all the pieces are interfaced together
for a single propagator unit.
• Memory: A single propagator unit consists of a memory module which contains
the addresses of the tuple of finite domain variables used for propagation. In other
words, constraint allocation is done in the memory. Memory is also required for the
constraint store. Block RAMs present in the FPGA are used for this purpose.
• Propagator: A combinational design of a propagator performs a fixed “ALU” oper-
ation in this design. This computational unit is an implementation of the constraint
A + B <= C. The results of propagation are provided back to the controller which
updates the constraint store.
• Controller: The controller implements the control logic necessary to fetch data, prop-
agate and write data back to the constraint store. The control logic is implemented
as a state machine. The design of the state machine governing this controller follows
this section.
Figure 3.16 provides an overview of the hardware design consisting of the controller, a
memory unit to store the address of the FD variables to propagate, the memory unit that is
used to store the FD variables and the propagator. The memory containing the address of
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Fig. 3.16: System design of a single instance of a propagator unit interfaced to constraint
store.
the FD tuples is equivalent to the instruction memory while the other memory for storing
FD variables is equivalent to the data memory.
An illustration of the FSM with its state transition diagram is shown in fig. 3.17. This
FSM contains seven states and the role of each state is indicated by a label. Some state
transitions are guarded while the unguarded transitions occur at the beginning of a clock
cycle.
3.7.2 Hardware Design of Parallel Propagators
The top level interface of the hardware block of the propagator is shown in fig. 3.18.
The inputs to the propagator include a set of FD variables A, B, and C and the outputs of
the propagator are the pruned FD variables. The update line is asserted only when any of
the input FD variables are pruned else it remains low.
The previous section covered the hardware design of a single propagator. In this section,
an overview of the design of two propagators operating concurrently is explained. As shown
in fig. 3.19, the design consists of two propagator units working concurrently and operating
on a single constraint store. The dual port capabilities of the BRAM memory module
were utilized in order to increase the memory throughput which was configured to contain
one Read only port and another Read/Write port. A bus arbiter was designed to resolve
memory access contentions since both propagator units access a single constraint store.
The memory controller avoids contentions when read and write operations occur at
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Fig. 3.17: FSM for the controller.
an address location during the same clock cycle. When such a situation arises, the read
operation from the memory is stalled until the write operation is completed. The memory
controller also contains the consolidator which discards updates to a finite domain variable
which does not prune the existing finite domain variable present in the constraint store.
3.7.3 Pipelined Implementation of a Single Propagator Unit
A pipelined implementation of a propagator was also implemented. Resorting to
pipelining improved the memory utilization significantly with approximately one read/write
access occurring every clock cycle. The controller for a single propagator unit was redesigned
to accommodate pipelining wherein simultaneous read and writes from/to the constraint
store memory could now occur in comparison to the sequential state machine implementa-
tion.
3.7.4 Memory Performance Bottleneck with Concurrent Propagators
Since pipelining results in higher memory utilization, operating multiple instances of
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Fig. 3.18: Hardware block of a propagator.
this unit in parallel requires addressing the bus contentions when accessing a single con-
straint store. Accessing a single constraint store would therefore decrease the throughput
due to the delay cycles introduced by the bus arbiter.
A highly scalable parallel architecture of propagators could contain single units of
pipelined architectures with each unit restricted to access only one constraint store. In such
a design when a large data flow graph needs to be pruned using sets of parallel propagator
units, certain nodes of the DFG get allocated to a particular constraint store only. Being a
connected graph, modification of the FD variable for any node in one constraint store needs
to be communicated to the other nodes that are its successor or predecessor and there is
significant inter-memory communication that is involved in this approach.
3.7.5 Results of Hardware Implementation
The synthesis report from Xilinx tools and the results of benchmarks for the constraints
obtained from the LU-decomposition graph (shown in fig. 5.6, page 87) are provided in this
section by executing them on the various hardware designs.
• Single non-pipelined propagator unit
– Slice utilization in the FPGA is 129 out of 5472 = 2%
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Fig. 3.19: Structure of two propagator units.
– Synthesized timing: 76.4 MHz
– Time for complete propagation: 5.69μs
• Two non-pipelined propagator units
– Slice utilization in the FPGA is 332 out of 25280 = 1%
– Synthesized timing: 194 MHz
– Time for complete propagation:
1. Two propagator units with forward traversal only—21.84μs,
2. Two propagator units with reverse traversal only—19.85μs,
3. Two propagator units with forward and reverse traversal—4.42μs.
• Single pipelined propagator unit
– Slice utilization in the FPGA is 393 out of 25280 = 1%
– Synthesized timing: 363 MHz
– Time for complete propagation: 3.03μs
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3.7.6 Software Implementation of Propagator
The algorithms discussed in sec. 3.5 were used in the parallel execution of propagators
on multiple soft-core processors. Each soft-processor in the FPGA contained a portion of
the partitioned constraint store. The computational agents executing in each processor
collaborate using the underlying infrastructure discussed in Chapter 2 to achieve parallel
processing.
From the perspective of multiple processors, the input to the consolidator could also
represent data from a computational unit that is external to the processor. Therefore,
the consolidator acts as a check-point through which internal and external updates to the
constraint store occur.
3.8 Hardware vs. Software Implementation
We compare the advantages and disadvantages offered by an hardware implementation
over software.
3.8.1 Infeasibility of Hardware Implementation
The hardware implemented appeared promising in terms of providing better perfor-
mance than software but was not a viable option due to the following reasons:
1. Scalability of the architecture: The hardware design of a pipelined implemen-
tation required several design overhauls in order to make it scalable to support a
parallel architecture. Issues that required to be addressed in the design included
communication and data synchronization between the various propagator units. The
encoding of this synchronization is highly topology dependant and difficult to modify
once expressed in a hardware-based design.
2. Flexibility: Future revisions of the constraint solver might require the implementa-
tion of a different propagator. Making these changes to the hardware design presents
significant design challenges due to rigidity of hardware design.
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3. Design time: The time involved in modifications to the hardware interface, behavior,
and testing increased as the complexity of the design increased.
3.8.2 Advantages of a Software Implementation
The implementation of the propagator proved feasible on a soft-core processor known
as MicroBlaze from Xilinx with its supporting infrastructure. This approach followed a
hardware-software codesign approach.
1. Design time: The design time was reduced due to the use availability of soft-core
processors in the form of IP cores. The software implementation consisted of compiling
the algorithm using the C compiler provided by the tool chain.
2. Scalability: Scaling up the design by increasing the number of computational units
required for parallel processing was possible due to the support structure provided by
the hardware peripheral IP cores. The IP cores address several bus contention issues
that were previously discussed. However, software support was still required to address
various data synchronization issues. The hardware/software effort involved in scaling
the design was significantly reduced. Once the firmware code for one computational
unit is developed, with minor configuration changes the same code can be replicated
onto other computational units.
3. Flexibility: New propagators can be introduced into the existing design without having
to change the underlying hardware design because the propagators are implemented
in software. Once the design is scaled up in hardware, any future revision to the
problem would more likely involve a software change.
Hardware implementation certainly shows better performance metrics than a software
implementation. But these are metrics that were obtained for a propagator running in isola-
tion, as opposed to it running and sharing data with other propagator units. Further, there
is no notion in this implementation of global synchronization and control in preparation
for a distribution step, so when a hardware component is integrated with other software
components or other global synchronization and control, its performance will degrade.
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There are several other issues that need to be addressed when implementing the con-
straint solver completely in hardware such as shadow copies, sharing constraint stores,
global synchronization and inter-processor communication. While these features are possi-
ble to implement in hardware, they will add overhead, both in time and area and this is
an area for further research. There is significant potential for a mixed hardware/software
codesign finite domain constraint solver which makes use of the FPGA fabric as well as the
MircoBlaze processor, but addressing such issues fell out of scope for the research reported
in this thesis.
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Chapter 4
Distribution
This chapter provides an overview of distribution and explains the parallel implemen-
tation of the distribution algorithm adopted in this research project. In review, a solution
to a constraint problem constitutes a variable assignment that satisfies all the constraints
in the constraint store as well as those imposed by the propagators. Propagation by itself
only prunes the domain of variables in the constraint store and does not yield a solution.
Distribution is the technique employed by the solver to introduce new information to the
solution which cannot be formally proven through propagation alone. However, this new
information, in the form of added constraints, is partially speculative, and may lead to a
conflict. Checkpointing and backtracking search are employed to ensure that the search
space is adequately covered, and that a correct solution if one exists can be found. The
process of distribution involves branching followed by search. The subsequent solutions
detail the distribution approach and the implementation employed in this project.
4.1 Branching
Branching presents the core operation of a distribution step. Branching is performed
by subjecting one of the variables from the constraint store to an additional constraint. The
constraint store is modified by the application of this new constraint which ideally triggers
additional propagation. This resulting propagation step will halt in one of the following
states:
• A solution, where a variable assignment occurs to all domain variables in the constraint
store;
• A failure, due to inconsistency between the propagators and values in the constraint
store; or
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• A stable but unsolved constrained store.
A stable but unsolved space is termed a choice point since the solver must choose
new information to “tell” the constraint store in order to proceed. We apply branching
only when coming to a choice point. In order to guard against the possibility of branching
leading to failure, the solver creates and stores a copy of the current constraint store, prior
to executing the branch. This allows the solver to come back to this point if it determines
that the branch yielded an incorrect result (i.e., a failure). Successive branching steps
yields a search tree whose nodes represent choice points, and edges represent the inserted
constraints. The constraint inserted during branching determines the pattern of the search
tree that develops. There are many algorithms which can be used to guide the branching
process. Branching involves two steps:
1. Variable selection,
2. Constraint selection.
Naive and first-fail are two heuristic variable selection algorithms. The naive heuristic
involves simply selecting the next unbound variable to distribute on in an arbitrary or
random order. In contrast, the first-fail heuristic involves unbound variable selection from an
ordered list. The unbound variables are ordered based on the cardinality of their domain—
from smallest (most constrained) to largest. First-fail selects variable with the smallest
domain. The first-fail heuristic works on the principle that likelihood of the application of
a constraint is most likely to fail for a variable that is most constrained.
Generic constraint selection approaches include min-value, max-value or mid-value
(where the solver selects the minimum, maximum, or middle value, respectively from the
domain of the selected variable, and binds that variable to the selected value). However, in
typical solvers these can be replaced by domain-specific extensions as well.
Once variable has been selected for branching, the solver determines a constraint to
tell the store involving the selected variable. This usually takes the form of v := val, where
v is the selected variable and val is the value assigned to v selected from the domain of v.
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The complement of the constraint v 
= val is inserted into a saved copy of the constraint
store for use in backtracking.
Since the selected constraint represents a guess, at each distribution step, the solver cre-
ates two complementary constraint stores from a single choice point. The search algorithm
employed dictates the order in which branching is performed.
4.2 Searching
While creating a search tree by branching from choice points, the solver employs a
search algorithm to visit the nodes in the tree to arrive at a solution. The order in which
the tree is to be traversed and the type of solution required is defined by the search algorithm
that is used. For instance, Mozart employs a depth-first search technique borrowed from
Prolog to traverse the search tree. The notion of depth-first search is also used by branch-
and-bound algorithms used in linear programming. Studies have shown that in general
depth-first search requires fewer computational resources in terms of memory usage and
time required to arrive at a solution.
When there are numerous solutions available to a given problem, there are various ways
of reporting a solution. One can choose all solutions which would require the traversal of
the complete search tree. Alternatively, one could look for the best solution or just the first
solution that is encountered during traversal. Choices made for searching has an impact on
the amount of memory that is required by the solver and the amount of computation effort
that is involved. We currently only consider a first-solution based search.
Associated with the process of searching, is backtracking. With backtracking the solver
reverts to a previous state or node of traversal and proceeds with the traversal of the nodes
in the search tree. For the search tree depicted in fig. 4.1, each node represents an additional
choice point, an entailed space or a failed space. There are four choice points, three failed
spaces and two solved spaces depicted. Traversal from one node to another occurs by
applying all the propagators for the given problem on the constraint store. So as one
traverses deeper into the tree, the values of the constraint store changes due to the methods
of variable assignment performed in branching and subsequent propagation. To traverse all
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the nodes in a search tree requires knowledge of the state space of the node that is being
branched from.
Regaining knowledge and restoring the state space of a node upon revisiting it requires
memory storage of the entire state space. Storage of state space can be avoided by recom-
putation which involves arriving at a given state space by successively performing branch
and search from a previously stored state. The number of recomputations involved in this
process depends on the number of previously stored nodes. Consider the search tree de-
picted in fig. 4.1 [10]. If the only stored state was that of the root node, then to reach
the deepest solution node in the tree would require three recomputations. On the other
hand, recomputation can be completely avoided by storing the state space before moving
to another node. But this approach would require increased memory storage. Therefore, a
trade-off between computational effort and memory storage is required when designing the
backtracking algorithm.
The backtracking scheme implemented in this project avoided recomputations by stor-
ing the contents of the constraint store at each distribution point. The size of the problem
was small enough to meet the memory restrictions imposed by the computation units. Of
course, the depth of the search tree that could be traversed was dictated by the amount
of memory available for storage. Having, provided an overview of the implementation de-
cisions made for distribution, the next section discusses the design and implementation of
this algorithm on a multi-processor MicroBlaze system.
4.3 Implementation of Distribution on a Multi-Processor Platform
This section details the implementation of the distribution step for a finite-domain on
the MicroBlaze infrastructure outlined in Chapter 2.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the constraint store is partitioned and distributed among
the processors in the system. Propagation in one constraint store can be triggered either
due to information update as a result of an internal computation or due to an update to
the constraint store occurring from an external entity. This is shown in fig. 4.2 by means
of a state-transition diagram which is applicable to each processor.
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Fig. 4.1: Example search tree with circles representing unsolved space, square representing
failed space and diamond representing a solved space.
Fig. 4.2: Transition to stable state.
In contrast to the propagation step, for concurrent distribution, data synchronization
among all the constraint stores must be ensured during every step of the distribution so
that they globally represent one unified constraint store. When synchronization during
distribution fails between processors, the state of one constraint store becomes inconsistent
with the state of another constraint store. In other words the set of finite-domain variables
in the constraint store no longer holds the same value that an equivalent unified, global
constraint store would for the same distribution step.
4.4 Measures Taken to Ensure Synchronous Behavior
In order to ensure this synchronous behavior among the multi-processor network, a
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Fig. 4.3: Broadcast tree.
broadcast communication pathway structured as a tree was established with the processor
at the root of the tree being the one responsible for decisions impacting the behavior of
the entire network. Having a single controller for the entire network of processors ensured
that all processors synchronized to the same state as directed by the root processor. The
processor at the root node of the broadcast tree infrastructure was designated as the mas-
ter. All other child processors responded to instructions from the master. An example
of a broadcast tree structure configured for this purpose is shown in fig. 4.3. The solid
lines indicate communication links that are solely used for propagation. The dotted lines
indicate inter-processor communication links that can be used for propagation as well for
broadcasting synchronization commands and other instruction required during distribution.
Observe in this figure that there is a unique traversal to reach any slave (child) processor
from the master processor at the root. Similarly, there is only one way in which one can
traverse from any child processor to the master.
4.4.1 State Machine Design Philosophy for Individual Processor
The basic behavior of every processor is governed by a Finite State Machine (FSM)
and the process of distribution itself is designed as a state machine. The state transitions in
each processor are performed in response to either an event generated natively from within
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Fig. 4.4: Controller.
the processor or due to external events. To achieve a uniform and consistent distribution, all
child processors sync-up to a state as instructed by the master or the root node of the tree
before the start of a new distribution step. When the master receives confirmation of this
synchronization, it transitions to the next state in its state machine. Figure 4.4 illustrates a
finite state machine that responds to both internal and external events. Internal events are
generated within a processor whereas external events are those that are generated by other
processors in the network that arrive asynchronously. Since the state machine was driven
by both internal and external events, transition guards had to be carefully designed. Since
multiple events could occur simultaneously, priorities had to be assigned when making
decisions for state transitions. More details on the state machine design are explained
subsequently.
4.4.2 Communication of Instructions
Communication among the processors occurs by means of message passing. The arrival
of a message at a processor signals the occurrence of an event. How the event is processed
is modeled by the state machine. The events trigger appropriate state transitions in that
processor. There are different types of messages that can be received by a slave processor.
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• Message without confirmation: The slave processes this request message received from
its immediate parent without sending any confirmation.
• Message with confirmation: This event is processed by sending a confirmation back to
the parent processor. Upon receiving a confirmation message, each processor in turn
confirms to its immediate predecessor until the message reaches the master processor.
• Broadcast message: A broadcast message from the master is intended for distribution
over the entire tree. The message travels from the master processor to all slave
processors in the tree. Each processor upon receiving the broadcast message simply
broadcasts the message to its immediate successors.
4.4.3 Reasons for Choosing Tree Structure
There are several reasons for choosing a tree structure for the communication path
for distribution. The purpose of the broadcast tree is to establish a mechanism for global
synchronization and communication. Its goals are:
• A fixed tree structure is easier to debug in case of a problem since the number of
inter-connections for each node is limited and the flow of information through the
broadcast topology is known.
• The number of branches for any node is at most two. So a node has to broadcast to
at most two other nodes or wait for confirmation from at most two other nodes. This
creates a form of load balancing so a particular node is not loaded with too many
broadcasts or confirmations increasing the communication latency of that node. This
decreases the communication overhead in any node.
• The pattern of the binary tree structure fans out from a single root node facilitating
the use of a single point of control which is designated as the master. This achieved
global synchronization and control.
• Existing infrastructure may be reused. For instance, a single FSL link may be used
for distribution as well as for propagation.
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4.5 State Machine Description
The description of the state machine determining the behavior of each processor is
described below and is as depicted in figs. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. It should be noted that none of
the state transitions occur in a time-step synchronous manner in any of the processors. It
is significant that while the state transitions on different processors do not synchronize on
common events, due to the presence of a single master which controls these transitions, the
overall effect of pseudo-synchronous transitions is achieved. Observe that the FSM for the
master and its children have minor differences in their behavior. The master always takes
the lead in the transition and the rest follow the instructions from the master.
4.5.1 Initializations Performed
The constraint store which is distributed among all the computational units is initialized
in each of the nodes before entering the state machine.
4.5.2 Propagate State - State A
All computing units enter this state after initialization. It is assumed when entering this
state after initializations, that the constraint store is feasible for propagation. Propagation
of all the constraints that are allocated to a particular computational node is triggered in
this state. Due to the part-whole relationship of the constraint store in each processor,
propagation in one computational unit may trigger propagation in other units in the multi-
processor unit. All processors simultaneously propagate until their propagators reach a
stable state when no new information strengthening its constraint store can be added. This
refers to State A in figs. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7.
4.5.3 No Update - State B
The transition from propagate to No Update is based on information local to the
processor. If given the current state of its local constraint store, no propagation can occur
after a brief period of time, then the processors transitions to the No Update state. However,
if new data arrives from another processor, this immediately causes a transition back to the
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Fig. 4.5: Master state.
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Fig. 4.6: State machine non-leaf processor.
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Fig. 4.7: State machine child processor.
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Propagate state, where the propagators are invoked in an attempt to perform propagation.
This refers to State B in figs. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7.
4.5.4 Propagation Complete - State C
When updates to the constraint store do not occur even in the No Update state, it is
decided that propagation is complete. If an update to the constraint store occurs in this
state, propagation is restarted and the state machine transitions to State A. When any node
reaches the No Update state and when no updates to its constraint store occur, it makes a
transition to State C. The master and all slave nodes complete their share of propagation
and reach their respective State C and remain in this state awaiting instruction from the
master processor.
The transitions until State C starting from State A occur independent of the master
in all processing units.
4.5.5 Intermediate Wait for Child Status - State D
Once the master cannot propagate any further based on its constraint store, it must
check to see of all other nodes are similarly “stuck”. It does this by issuing a broadcast
message and waiting for a reply. Only when propagation in each of the processors is com-
plete, can the propagation in the entire system be said to be complete. Upon entering this
state, the master sends a message to its immediate children requesting their current state.
A processor receiving this request from the master confirms completion of the propagation
only if it and all its children have in turn completed propagation. Therefore, each interior,
non-master tree node on receipt of this message must first broadcast it to its children and
receive a reply prior to the request.
In this manner the message from the master processor at the root trickles down to a leaf
processor. When a leaf processor receives the request, it simply responds with a message
indicating its current state. It need not wait for other messages; and therefore needs no
“wait” state. As shown in figs. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, only the master and all non-leaf nodes
contain this intermediate transition state, State D.
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4.5.6 All Propagation Done - State E
When the master receives confirmation that all its children have completed propagation,
it is inferred that propagation in the entire system is stalled, either due to completion or
pending further information from distribution. At this point, only the master is aware of
this fact. To make all the computing units cognizant of the master’s inference, the master
next broadcasts another message to all its children indicating that the propagation in all
computing units stands complete. Prior to processing with distribution, the master waits
for acknowledgements from all nodes, to ensure lock-step synchronization.
Every slave node transitions to State E upon receiving this message from its parent.
Being a broadcast request requiring confirmation, each slave node broadcasts the message
to its children and waits for confirmation. Each processor in its turn sends a confirmation
to its immediate parent only after reaching this state and upon receiving a confirmation
from its descendant. The confirmation for this request serves two purposes.
• First, it indicates to a parent processor that all processors which descend from it have
transitioned to State E, thereby achieving synchronization.
• Second, an additional message is sent along with the confirmation to the parent. This
message contains information on a potential FD variable distribution candidate. This
information is funneled to the master. This information helps the master processor
in choosing the variable for distribution.
Once the master has determined that all nodes are paused waiting for more information,
the master must select a variable and constraint in order to implement a distribution step.
4.5.7 Distributed Determination of First-Fail Heuristic
The process involved in determining which FD variable in the distributed constraint
store has the smallest domain is discussed here.
Each processing unit keeps track of which variable local to it in its constraint store
that has the smallest undetermined domain. A leaf node simply forwards this information
to its parent in response to the confirmation message that all are done.
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An interior node receives potential distribution candidates from each of its children
and compares them with its own selected variable. The variable with smallest domain out
of these candidates is then forwarded to the parent node.
Finally, when the master receives this information it can determine the variable to
distribute upon. At this point the master transitions from State E to the distribution step
State F.
4.5.8 Distribution Step - State F
Distribution involves branching and exploration and the scheme followed was explained
previously. The branching scheme followed is the first-fail heuristic where two contradictory
subproblems are created of the form x = n and x 
= n where x is a FD variable in the
constraint store with the lowest interval which is determined by the master in the previous
State E and n is the lower bound of x.
The exploration scheme works as follows. The first path explored for a potential solu-
tion is for the assertion x = n. The alternative choice is the complement of the constraint
x 
= n. The alternative choice is explored when backtracking, when the initial path fails. To
facilitate backtracking, the constraint store corresponding to the constraint x 
= n is pushed
onto the stack. This constraint is posted by deleting the value n from the constraint store.
The implementation of the distribution step in State F is now explained. First, a
command to push the contradictory constraint is embedded in a message that is broadcast
to all processors by the master. The processor that owns the variable corresponding to
this constraint pushes its constraint store onto its stack after processing this constraint by
directly deleting the value n from the variable x. This corresponds to incrementing the
lower bound of the variable x. All other constraint stores that do not own this variable
simply push their current constraint store as is without any modifications.
Second, after the master receives a confirmation of a successful save from its children,
it proceeds to the variable assignment step. In this step, a command to perform variable
assignment on the variable with the given global address is broadcast to all processors by the
master. Every processor upon receiving this message checks to see if it owns that variable’s
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global address in its constraint store. If the variable’s address resides in that constraint
store, a min-value assignment is done by assigning the lowest bound of the variable to
the upper bound of that variable making it a constant. The variable assignment triggers
propagation in that constraint store. Other processors that do not own the distribution
address do not modify their constraint store and restart propagation on their respective
constraint stores.
These two steps are recursively repeated until a solution is found. The amount of
memory available on each processor to save its constraint store onto the configuration stack
certainly limits the depth of traversal to find a solution. If a problem requires a large
number of distribution steps when traversing depth-first, then that would require multiple
savings of the constraint store with each save corresponding to a choice point. This implies
that the deeper the traversal, more the memory required for saving.
Saving the constraint store for every choice point may not be the best option in terms of
memory efficiency but it avoids re-computation [8,9] and demonstrates proof of a distributed
constraint solver on an embedded platform with memory constraint. Regardless of the
amount of memory available for saving, the solver can always fail if it is thrown a sufficiently
large problem involving many distribution steps.
4.5.9 Failure - State H
When there is inconsistency between the basic constraints imposed on the FD variables
in the constraint store and the constraints imposed by the propagators, the constraint store
is said to be in failed state. This is true even if only one of the propagators fail. Since
the constraint store is distributed, a failed space for part of the constraint store implies
that the whole space has failed. Hence, there should must be a mechanism to convey this
information to the entire distributed constraint store.
This is implemented through synchronization with the master. A failure is communi-
cated to the master which broadcasts it. When the master receives a message indicating a
failure, it transitions to a failure state irrespective of its current state. After transitioning
to the failure state, the master broadcasts a message to all the processors indicating that
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the constraint store is now a failed space and waits for a confirmation message.
Every processor that receives this message transitions to the failure state. After reach-
ing the failure state, each processor restores the previously stored constraint store by pop-
ping the value off the configuration stack. This implements backtracking. The constraint
store that is popped represents the values for the alternative constraint that was pushed
in the distribution state. When restoring the context, the values of the shadow variables
residing in other constraint store also need to be restored. After these procedures, the slave
processors send a confirmation back to its parent. Each parent in turn sends a confirmation
back to its parent and finally it reaches the master.
After the master finally receives the confirmation, it broadcasts another message to all
its children requesting them to restart propagation. Every processor, including the master,
then restarts propagation and runs through the transitions of the state machine illustrated
in figs. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7.
4.5.10 Solution Found - State G
When a variable assignment occurs for all the variables in the constraint store satisfying
all the constraints imposed by the propagators and that of the constraint store, it is inferred
that a solution to the finite-domain constraint problem is found.
The master determines whether or not a solution is found. This is determined from the
interval of the candidate FD variable that it receives from its child processors in preparation
for distribution. The master and every processor keep tabs on the lowest interval FD variable
within its constraint store. The master compares the received variable domain with the value
that it contains and chooses the one with smaller lower interval. If the smallest interval
turns out to be zero, it implies that there are no variables remaining to be distributed on.
Hence, it is concluded that a valid variable assignment has occurred for all variables in the
distributed constraint store. The master processor then transitions to the solution found
state.
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4.5.11 Solution Not Found - State I
This state indicates a failed and unsolved space for the constraint store. The solver
reaches this state when there are no alternative paths to explore, all processors can no
longer propagate.
When a failure occurs, each processor pops the save constraint store representing the
alternative choice to be explored. In the event of a failure when the configuration stack is
empty there is no alternative choice point to be explored. It is then concluded that the
constraint store will remain in the failed space and unsolved. The master then transitions
to the state indicating that no solution can be found.
This concludes the discussion on the implementation of distribution on the multi-
processor network.
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Chapter 5
Clustering
Clustering can be defined as the grouping of similar sets of objects. It is a collection
of objects with similar traits. The term objects and traits are loosely defined. The term
object refers to any data sample that needs to be compared for the purpose of grouping
Traits are the criterion used for grouping. For instance, the distance between the two
objects in the data set can be used as a criterion for grouping. If each data set represents a
customer’s purchasing trend, then the grouping could place customers with similar buying
trends together. This trait is basically a conceptual criteria used for grouping.
In the context of parallel processing and computer architecture, by aggregating similar
objects, computations and comparisons can be performed on the groups rather than indi-
vidual data elements, reducing the computational effort involved in this process. In order to
achieve parallel processing, the data set needs to be partitioned and allocated on different
computational units and clustering achieves that.
In an embedded environment, a single processor is limited in memory and processing
power in the amount of data that it can process. Data partitioning and parallel process-
ing alleviates this bottleneck by distributing the computations across several processors
effectively increasing the net memory available to solve the given problem and providing
speed-up in processing.
5.1 Need for Clustering
The model of a finite-domain constraint solver contains a single constraint store storing
large number of FD variables which are simultaneously accessed by any computational units
called propagators. Storing all FD variables in a single globally shared memory location
limits the total memory bandwidth available for concurrent execution, there by defeating
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the purpose of concurrent execution. To over this memory bottleneck, the finite domain
variables are partitioned into smaller groups that are allocated in the distributed memory.
The central goal of clustering in this project is to partition and allocate FD variables on
the distributed memory to achieve improvement in processing time by parallel processing.
The clustering is performed for a given graph which needs to be modeled using finite-
domain constraints. When a given large set of FD variables is partitioned, inter-processor
communication occurs at the cluster boundaries due to the data dependency present between
nodes in the graph across cluster boundaries. A balance needs to be achieved between the
granularity of parallelism and the computations performed [21]. On the one hand, fine-
grain parallelism distributes the computations on multiple processors there by increasing
the inter-cluster dependency. If the latency of inter-processor communication is high and
frequent, then the communication latency effectively increases the total processing time thus
defeating the very purpose of parallelizing. On the other hand, decreasing the granularity
of parallelism will increase the amount of computation per processor but decreases the
frequency of inter-processor communication. To determine the right size of partition a
trade-off analysis needs to be performed.
5.2 Output of Clustering
The clustering algorithm implemented in this project automates the data partitioning,
configures the processors for distributed-memory access and the process of distribution. The
data to be partitioned is presented in the form of a Data Flow Graph (DFG) where every
node is associated with an operation whose execution latency is also provided. The graph
is parsed and precedence constraints are generated for every edge in the graph. This form
of graph representation is a deviation from the generic representation of a constraint graph
used for CSP problem [2]. In a constraint graph, nodes model FD variables and edges tell
constraint relations between variables. In contrast, the edge in the DFG is restricted to
represent only precedence constraints. Since this research used a domain-specific front-end
which interfaced to a previously developed tool DFGs were used for clustering. But a more
generic clustering algorithm could easily be created based on what is presented here.
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Nodes in the DFG are grouped together to form a cluster. The size of each cluster is
decided by the number of clusters that are requested by the user at the beginning of this
process. The algorithm for clustering is described in the next section.
When all the clusters are formed, configuration information for distributed memory
access and for the distribution process is generated. The first configuration information in-
volves the routing tables that map individual clusters onto processors. The other mapping
is the FSL link connections emanating from each source processor and terminating in every
destination processor. This connectivity information requires knowledge of the hardware
specification file used in the hardware instantiation of the MicroBlaze and its associated
peripherals and is not currently implemented. It is therefore manually provided. Second,
the data sets residing in cluster boundaries have inter-cluster dependant data sets. Shadow
variable information corresponding to such data sets are generated as part of the configu-
ration information. Third, global address allocations are automatically generated for each
cluster. Each allocation defines the range of contiguous global addresses that are native to
a processor in the network of distributed processors. The size of the range is based on the
number of variables of each cluster. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the starting address for
each processor in the cluster is discrete and is an integral multiple of the cluster-identifier.
Finally, configuration information for the broadcast tree used for distribution is also gener-
ated by the clustering algorithm. This information communicates parent/child relationships
to each cluster for use in a untrue sync.
5.3 Clustering Algorithm
We now describe the clustering algorithm used for partitioning the graph in this re-
search. The algorithm itself is provided in fig 5.1. The graph traversal scheme followed in
this algorithm is that of a simple depth-first traversal with some variation. Traversal starts
from a root and continues depth-wise adding successor nodes. Successor nodes that share
the same parent are also traversed from each node. All untraversed predecessors of every
node that is traversed is also performed. This recursive path is continued for every root
node in the DFG until all nodes in the graph are covered.
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Initialization:
Input: Number of clusters required by user
Form initial list of of root nodes.
handle=Create new cluster
current cluster index = handle
Main algorithm:
For all root nodes
current node = node
If current node 
= visited
Add to current cluster
Mark node as visited
End If
If current cluster 
= FULL,then
For all children
Add unmarked node to current cluster
Mark nodes as visited
Include all predecessor nodes if not already included
End For
If current cluster=FULL,then
handle=Create new cluster
current cluster index = handle
End If
For all children
current node=node
If current cluster 
= FULL
For all children of current node
(1)current node=node
(2)ifcurrentnode 
= marked
Include node in current cluster index
(3)Include all predecessor nodes of current node
(4)If current cluster index = FULL,then
handle=Create new cluster
currentclusterindex=handle
End If
(5)Repeat (1)-(5) recursively until no other node can be traversed.
End For
Fig. 5.1: Clustering algorithm.
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5.4 Results of Clustering
We now look at the output of clustering for the algorithm described in fig. 5.1 by
examining two sample graphs. One of them is a linear graph containing nine nodes and
the other is a representative of the DFG generated for the LU-decomposition algorithm
(discussed in more details in Chapter 6). Let us consider the linear DFG shown in fig. 5.2. A
request to partition the graph into four clusters based on the clustering algorithm previously
discussed results in a partitioning as denoted by the dotted lines in fig. 5.2. The dotted line
marks the boundary of a cluster. Each cluster contains a set of nodes and edges; the edges
denote constraints. The set of constraints contained in a processor are to be allocated to
that processor for solving. Edges that cross over cluster boundaries indicate inter-cluster
data dependency requiring inter-processor communication. The mapping of a cluster to a
processor is decided by the user after the formation of the clusters and is shown in figs. 5.3
and 5.4. The interpretation of the figures is as follows.
5.4.1 Linear Graph
In fig. 5.5 the inter-connection of the processor network to form the broadcast tree for
distribution is shown. The solid lines in this figure indicate the communication link used
for the purpose of distribution and may also be used for the communication link during
propagation between two processors. Cluster 0 of fig. 5.3 is mapped onto Processor 1 in
fig. 5.5. Similarly Cluster 1 onto Processor 0, Cluster 2 onto Processor 2 and Cluster 3 onto
Processor 3. This mapping is reflected in fig. 5.3. Observe closely that the path followed
by the mapped clusters have communication links that are in line with the links already
established by the broadcast tree network in fig. 5.5. Hence, no additional communication
links for propagation are required.
The other form of mapping the clusters in a linear graph is reflected in fig. 5.4. Clusters
are mapped to similarly numbered processors. For instance Cluster 0 is mapped to Processor
0 and Cluster 3 is mapped to Processor 3. In this case inter-cluster communication between
Cluster 0 and Cluster 1 is required for propagation and this is established by the dotted
line in fig. 5.4 between Processor 1 and Processor 2.
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Fig. 5.2: Clusters for linear DFG.
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Fig. 5.3: Connections after mapping-1.
The constraints generated in each cluster correspond to the edges contained within each
cluster and also the ones originating in that cluster but terminating in a different cluster.
For instance the constraints for Cluster 1 are as follows:
T (3) + L(3) ≤ T (4), (5.1)
T (4) + L(4) ≤ T (5), (5.2)
where T indicates the start time of a node and L its latency. Observe that the edge
denoted by eq. 5.2 crosses the cluster boundary of Cluster 2. Similarly constraints for other
clusters are also generated from the edges. Cluster 3 in fig. 5.5 contains a node named D.
This node is the variable denoting the deadline for completing the execution of the entire
graph or the time by which the last node in the graph needs to finish its execution. This
node is represented as a finite-domain variable with a lower bound and an upper bound
indicating the deadline to be met for the required schedule. Since this variable is part of
the computations, it is included in the graph to be clustered. The information about this
node is provided as an input to the graph parser which populates the graph before invoking
the clustering algorithm on that graph.
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Fig. 5.4: Connections after mapping-2.
5.4.2 Address Allocation
The clusters are mapped onto processors to form a distributed memory architecture.
This requires the allocation of dedicated address range to each cluster. The design of the
distributed memory architecture was discussed in Chapter 2. It was decided that a uniform
address range which is a power of two will be allocated to each cluster which will be a
part of the complete global address space. Considering the clusters formed in fig. 5.2, the
size of the largest cluster (Cluster 3) is three since it contains three nodes. This size when
approximated to the nearest higher power of 2 results in an approximated size of cluster
being four.
With four being the uniform size of all clusters, each cluster is allocated an address
space beginning with a discrete multiple of the approximated cluster size. Cluster 0 for
instance has an address range beginning at 0 and ending at 3. Similarly, Cluster 2’s address
range begins at:
(ClusterID ∗ SizeofCluster) = (2 ∗ 4) = 8,
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Fig. 5.5: Processor connection before mapping.
and ends at the address given by:
8 + ClusterSize− 1 = 11.
In this manner all clusters are allocated their own address space from the global pool.
Each node within the cluster represents a finite-domain variable and is assigned a unique
address from this range in the sequence in which it is encountered during the address
assignment step. The address allocations for the nodes in fig. 5.2 are shown in Table 5.1.
The first column represents the original node-id and the second column represents the
transformed node address. Observe that there is a break in the Node-address numbering
for Node-id 2,3 and similarly for Node-id 4, 5 and 6, 7. This is because these node-ids mark
the end of one cluster and the beginning of the next cluster. The uniform cluster size is
four and since each cluster is not filled to its limit there are gaps/breaks in the translated
address.
5.4.3 Sample Graph-2: LU-Decomposition
We previously demonstrated the efficacy and the purpose of the clustering algorithm by
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Table 5.1: Address translation.
Node-id Node-Address
1 0
2 1
3 4
4 5
5 8
6 9
7 12
8 13
9 14
means of simple linear DFG. The robustness of the algorithm is also investigated for another
DFG (fig. 5.6) which is a representative of the operations occurring in an LU-decomposition
algorithm. The number of clusters requested by the user is three and the various clusters
are labeled. After forming these clusters the procedures of mapping, address allocation and
constraint assignment are applied to the partitioned graph as mentioned in the case of the
linear graph.
5.5 Limitations of the Clustering Algorithm
In this section we discuss the efficiency of the clustering algorithm and its limitations
in achieving its goal of load balancing in parallel processing. For the simple linear graph,
clustering partitioned the graph into uniformly sized clusters achieving even work load dis-
tribution on each processor. In the graph for LU-decomposition, clustering partitioned the
graph into unevenly distributed clusters of size 8, 8 and 3 (fig. 5.6). This resulted in uneven
distribution of the constraints and did not achieve optimal load balancing. The perfor-
mance results in the Chapter 6 reflect this point. The clustering algorithm used here was a
naive implementation which only demonstrates partitioning of nodes. The algorithm falls
short of achieving optimal load balancing. In trying to achieve this trade-off, the amount
of processing work load per processor against the communication latency accrued due to
inter-processor communication is not taken into account. There is much scope for improve-
ment in this respect. Clustering techniques that consider inter-processor communication
costs into account and adjust the granularity of parallelism to achieve effective processor
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Fig. 5.6: Clusters for LU-DFG.
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utilization need to be employed [22] so that the benefit of performance speed-up is not lost
in increased communication latency.
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Chapter 6
Results and Conclusion
The results stated in this chapter illustrate the effectiveness of the FPGA-based parallel
finite-domain constraint solver that was proposed in this research. Measurements from
the FD solver implementation executing a class of problems demonstrate the potential
performance benefits that can be achieved by parallel processing on a distributed-memory
platform in an embedded system. The goals of the experiments presented in this chapter
are two fold:
• Feasibility of a parallel implementation of a FD solver on an embedded platform;
• Illustration of significant performance benefits due to parallel processing over that of
a single processor implementation.
The metrics used in the experiments were the time to propagate, number of distribu-
tion steps, time for convergence to first solution, memory and resource utilization. These
metrics highlight the performance and scalability of the implemented design for different ap-
plications and problem size. Measurements were performed for multi-processor MicroBlaze
network implemented on a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA that was clocked at 100MHz.
The performance benefits of using constraint solving techniques for online search are
shown by employing this technique to the class of event scheduling problems. Scheduling
is a complex problem to solve and by modeling online scheduling of events as a constraint
satisfaction problem, the system is adaptable and is able to reschedule dynamic occurrence
of events in a changing environment.
The real-world justification for online constraint solving is explained by its need in au-
tonomous mission planning applications. Mission planning applications involve self-guided
objects deployed in space that explore and navigate without human intervention. The ob-
ject could be a vehicle moving in space or a robotic inter-planetary exploration system.
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Communication latency between the object in space and the ground station on earth is
very large and moreover a reliable communication path cannot be guaranteed all the time.
Such a robotic space exploration system is equipped with equipments and complex con-
trols to sense its surroundings, make measurements and navigate. It is constantly subjected
to a dynamically changing environment. For instance, permanent equipment failure could
occur, transient faults could be imposed due to radiation and collisions with other objects in
space. The system also needs to deal with a redundant component being activated or being
deactivated. The scheduler in such a complex system has to respond to such dynamically
occurring events at runtime by rescheduling the operations to be performed. Therefore
online scheduling/search is required, as justified in Chapter 1.
We consider the FD constraints that are extracted from the task flow graph represen-
tation of the application problem. A task flow graph representation inherently encodes the
notion of precedence and resource constraints. The edges set precedence in the order of
execution of the nodes. Every node in the task flow graph represents an operation that is
performed on a resource.
An event graph representing the possible events occurring in an autonomous space
mission is illustrated in fig. 6.1 [23]. It is a hypothetical scenario of events for a space
application stated by the authors. The nodes in this event graph use one type of resource
and there are four instances of each resource type. Each resource type is further denoted
by a uniquely shaded node. Each event node has single cycle latency and the deadline for
finishing the execution is set to 32 time steps.
As a search problem, the scheduling of the event graph presented in fig. 6.1 is a complex
problem to solve considered the explosion in the search space. In Dasu and Philips [23],
the authors propose a custom hardware architecture implementing a search heuristic based
on iterative repair which is used for dynamically deriving an optimal schedule for events
occurring in space missions.
An iterative repair method speculates an initial solution by performing a complete
arbitrary variable assignment from the domain of the variables. As long as the solution
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Fig. 6.1: Task flow graph of potential space application.
is invalid, the algorithm iteratively selects a variable and performs value assignment until
the constraint violation is removed. Iterative repair technique can also be combined with
optimization search techniques such as simulated annealing or hill climbing to minimize an
objective function [2].
The event graph denoted in Dasu and Philips [23] is transformed into a task flow
graph representation and precedence constraints extracted from the graph are provided as
inputs to the parallel implementation of the finite-domain constraint (FDC) solver. We
extract a finite domain constraint model that is semantically equivalent to that of the
DFG model discussed in previous chapters, consisting of precedence constraints. The finite
domain constraint model is extracted from the task flow graph, clustered with the clustering
algorithm, and issued to the parallel FDC solver.
We also evaluated other DFGs for the sake of comparison and evaluation of the solver,
and that results are presented in the forthcoming charts. In all, three different DFGs
were used for benchmarking the feasibility and performance of the design. One was a
very simple linear DFG similar to the one shown in fig. 5.2; another DFG represented
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Fig. 6.2: Performance measurements for a linear 64-node linear DFG.
Fig. 6.3: Performance measurements for 17-node LU-decomposition DFG.
the operations performed in a kernel extracted from an LU-decomposition algorithm as
illustrated in fig. 5.6; while the third represents the task flow graph from a possible mission
planning problem for an autonomous space application and is illustrated in fig. 6.1. The
measurements obtained from executing these applications follows.
6.1 Performance Results
The first set of results shown in figs. 6.2-6.4 compare the time taken to propagate and
distribute for the various applications in various configurations. The first column indicates
the number of clusters to partition the graph into, where each cluster was allocated to a
different MicroBlaze processor. The second column indicates the time taken for completion
of the first propagation step in units of clock cycles. The third column states the number
of distribution steps required to reach the first solution. The number of nodes contained
in each cluster is provided in the next column. The sixth column states the speed-up in
propagation obtained by the multi-processor implementation with respect to propagation
time for a single processor implementation. The last column provides the speed-up for
finding the first solution against the single processor implementation.
The number of backtracks performed during distribution is not reported in the results
because the constraint solver does not perform backtracking for any of the problems. This
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Fig. 6.4: Performance measurements for 101-node possible space application DFG.
is because resource constraints from the problem are discarded in determining the solution.
Resource constraints further restrict the search space of valid solutions when combined
with precedence constraints. When tasks are to be scheduled on limited resources, the
number of valid schedules is significantly reduced. The suppression of resource constraints
is equivalent to the model assuming an infinite availability of resources. Therefore, the
precedence constraint can always be satisfied and every distribution step results in successful
propagation.
6.1.1 Propagation
From the results provided in figs. 6.2-6.4, the following observations may be made.
An increase in the speed-up for the initial propagation step is noticed as the number of
MicroBlaze processors involved to the solve the problem is increased. This measure for
initial propagation time is important because the process of propagation and distribution
are carried out iteratively until a solution is found. Therefore, reduction in propagation time
ultimately translates into reduction in time taken to find the solution. Initial propagation
time is particularly measured because maximum number of propagation steps is bound to
occur then. This is because all FD variables in the constraint store are initially in the
unpruned state. As distribution and propagation progresses, constraint stores are gradually
pruned.
The positive speed-up over the single processor implementation for the DFGs tested in
these examples appears to indicate that the multi-processor approach to constraint satis-
faction taken in this research is both feasible and results in faster computations as opposed
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to a single processor implementation. The linear DFG in fig. 5.2, and the one for LU-
decomposition in fig. 5.6, showcase only a slight increase in propagation speed-up as the
number of processors is increased. It could be said that it is sub-linear speed-up.
On the other hand a near linear speed-up in propagation time is observed for the
mission planning DFG as the number of processors increases. This space application DFG
by far exhibits more amenability to parallel processing than the other DFGs. This could
be attributed to the nature of the graph and manner of partitioning the graph.
The mission planning DFG represented in fig. 6.1 is larger and broader than the other
DFGs considered and hence the partitioning scheme works well to achieve very good re-
sults due to parallel processing. The graph represented by figs. 5.2 and 5.6 are narrower
and longer in comparison. Therefore, partitioning these graphs does not provide as much
benefit in parallel processing. This could be attributed to an increase in the ratio inter-
processor communication to useful native computation that is performed. Inter-processor
communication overhead depends on the level of inter-cluster dependency that occurs at
cluster boundaries. While more explanation is necessary, it appears that a broader graph
that converges at the bottom when partitioned into clusters tends to offer more paths of
concurrent computation to perform than communication. On the other hand a linear DFG
containing 64 nodes is not as amenable to parallel processing despite having least number of
inter-cluster communication because of the linear dependency imposed by the graph. The
graph contains only path of computation. The fact that it is a trivial problem to solve
combined with the fact that each cluster is dependent on its successor to converge before it
can converge further reduces the parallelism extracted.
This variation in initial propagation time is better summarized through a trend line
whose gradient indicates the amount of speed-up. This is shown in fig. 6.5 where the time
for propagation measured in clock ticks is plotted against the number of processors used.
The solid line indicates the measurements for potential space DFG, the dashed line indicates
the LU-decomposition DFG and the dotted line indicates that of a linear DFG.
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Fig. 6.5: Improvement in propagation time due to parallel processing.
6.1.2 Distribution
We now analyze the performance results of distribution with parallel processing in
place. In fig. 6.4 the trial using one cluster in one MicroBlaze fails because of insufficient
configuration stack memory. This because there are too many distribution steps, with
each choice point containing several variables. This results in insufficient memory in the
configuration stack to proceed to further distribution steps. Therefore, the performance
measurements for converging to the first solution when distributing is compared against the
second trial for two processors.
For distribution, it is observed that there is an anomaly in the number of distribution
steps taken for a single processor as opposed to a partitioned graph on multiple processors.
The number of distribution steps increases for the partitioned graph leading to increased
time in finding the first solution for the multi-processor implementation.
The reason for this seemingly counter intuitive change in distribution steps lies in the
implementation of the distribution algorithm. As mentioned in Chapter 4, distribution
consists of variable ordering and value ordering. The variable ordering affects the number
of distribution steps. For a first-fail distribution when there are multiple variables with
equal interval, variable ordering resolves the tie. When there are many variables with the
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same lowest interval, the left-most in the ordered list is picked as the distribution point.
For the implementation of the distribution algorithm in this research, an ordered list of
variables is not maintained. Instead each processor keeps track of its lowest interval variable
when accessing them during each propagation step. So the order in which the variables are
encountered completely depends on the order in which the constraints are posted within
each cluster.
The results in fig. 6.2 do not show any reduction in time taken to find the solution by
partitioning the distribution step because the number of distribution steps increases upon
partitioning. However, the results shown in fig. 6.4 for the trial involving four processors
breaks this convention by showing that despite containing more distribution steps than the
trial involving two processors, a solution can be reached earlier. This is because the per-
formance benefits obtained from faster propagation outweighs that from more distribution
steps resulting in an overall reduction in time for solution.
6.2 Memory Consumption
We now analyze the memory consumption of the configuration stack associated with
distribution. A single element in the configuration stack essentially represents the size of the
constraint store allocated to that processor. The available memory space and maximum
configuration stack memory occupied are important parameters to consider because the
process of distribution involves the saving of the state of all the FD variables present in
the constraint store before branching to a different state. This state saving procedure is
required in order to provide provision for backtracking to exploring the search tree. Shortage
of available stack memory for distribution will cause distribution step to fail. The available
memory therefore restricts the memory available for distribution, and hence the size of the
problem that can be executed on this system.
The stack consumption is conveniently represented by means of bar graph in figs. 6.6-6.8
where the darker region represents the percentage of total available MB memory consumed
for a configuration. The total memory allocated is 14.37KB per MicroBlaze. This graph is
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Fig. 6.6: Variation of memory for linear DFG.
a representation of the memory consumption tables shown in figs. 6.9-6.11 for the bench-
marked DFGs.
The parameters in the table are self-explanatory. The memory size for one element
in the configuration stack and the highest memory usage of the configuration stack are
all stated in bytes. The size of an element in the configuration stack refers to the size of
constraint store and the associated shadow copies in that processor. In this tabulation,
only the largest size of a stack element is considered because the largest size determines the
point of failure for a distribution. The fraction of the available memory is mentioned as a
percentage. For a distribution step to be successful, memory should be available in all the
participating processors. An analysis of the tabulated results follows.
As the number of partitions of the given DFG increases, the memory size of the con-
straint store per processor decreases and the size of one element in the configuration stack
reflects this. It may be observed that the size of an element in the stack decreases as the
number of partitions increases. Collectively however, the total amount of available memory
for distribution increases with increase in the number of processors.
The benefits of partitioning in the distribution step is particularly noticed in fig. 6.11.
For the first trial involving a single processor, it requires 60 distribution steps to reach the
solution, but due to unavailability of stack memory the distribution fails. This is also illus-
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Fig. 6.7: Variation of memory for LU-decomposition DFG.
trated in the bar graph in fig. 6.8 showing, 100% utilization of the available stack memory
of 14.3KB. This problem is remedied when performing a distributed distribution on four
processors as shown in the table for the fourth trial. Even though the solution requires
65 distribution steps, memory availability is no longer a constraint because the size of the
constraint store per processor is now reduced in comparison to the single processor solution,
thus reducing the net stack memory utilization per processor. In summary, partitioning the
distribution step on multiple processors increases the available stack memory for the given
problem by decreasing the average size of the constraint store per processor.
The dark region of the bar graphs illustrated in figs. 6.6-6.8 indicate the highest stack
usage among all the processors. This high water-mark for stack usage is an indication of
the maximum depth of the search tree that is explored to find a solution. But the solution
to the problem may not necessarily be available in the deepest part of the search tree. It is
quite possible to reach an unsatisfactory solution at the deepest level of tree in which case
the exploration algorithm should backtrack and continue exploration in a different path.
That implies that the number of distribution steps required to find a solution need not be
equal to the maximum depth of the search tree traversed. However, in these results, the
largest depth of the search tree traversed always corresponds to the number of distribution
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Fig. 6.8: Variation of memory for space application DFG.
Fig. 6.9: Configuration stack memory usage for linear DFG.
steps required to reach a solution. Therefore the exploration path of the search tree is
always a series of successful propagations for the DFGs explored in this example.
6.3 Scalability
The scalability of the hardware architecture is discussed in this section by analyzing
the Post-Place and Route (PAR) results from Xilinx. This is tabulated in fig. 6.12. The
slice utilization for the given device was 43%, BRAM being 47% and 8% for multiplier units.
This utilization chart shows that the FPGA device can support more hardware units and
can accommodate 8 MB units corresponding to the maximum number of MicroBlaze that
the OPB bus can accept. The table further shows the break-up of the device utilization for
each MB unit which consists of the MicroBlaze and its associated peripherals such as the
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Fig. 6.10: Configuration stack memory usage for LU-decomposition DFG.
Fig. 6.11: Configuration stack memory usage for space application DFG.
interrupt controller, FSL links and memory.
The PAR report states that the complete design can be clocked at 100.2MHz. However,
the tool only provides a fixed clock rate of 100MHz.
6.4 Comparison with Oz
The same sets of constraints were also solved using the first-fail heuristic in Oz. For
the linear DFG, the number of distribution steps was either 1 or 63 and depended on
the variable ordering and on the placement of the variable in the DFG. When the lowest
interval variable appeared at the bottom of the DFG and was also the left-most in the
ordered list, then a variable assignment to that node followed by propagation resulted in a
valid assignment to all its predecessors, and thus a solution. In that case the solution was
found in one distribution step. On the other hand, when the ordering was reversed, the
lowest interval variable chosen for a value assignment occurred at the root of the linear DFG
and subsequent distribution steps occurred on immediate successors. Therefore, a 63-node
linear DFG required 63 distribution steps.
A solution was also found for the constraints formulated from the 17-node DFG shown
in fig. 5.6. Every node that is labeled in this figure is represented by a labeled FD variable
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Fig. 6.12: FPGA device utilization.
that is placed in a sorted list of variable labels. The variables in the list are indexed based
on the node labeling. The list is essentially an array. The variable ordering depends on the
order of sorting (ascending or descending) of the indices.
A descending ordering placed the variables with higher numbered labels to the left of
those with lower numbered labels. In this case 10 distribution steps were required because
many higher numbered variables occur as root nodes in fig. 5.6. Due to the nature of the
DFG, even though distribution started with node-16 at the bottom of the graph, more
distribution steps were required to reach the solution. Subsequent distribution steps after
node-16 involved node 15, 14 and 13 in order. But these nodes occur at the root of the
DFG and do not propagate their constraints to their successors.
When an ascending sort of the variable ordering was followed, variables with lower
indices appeared to the left of the list. It may be observed in fig. 5.6, that many lower
values variable labels occur in the bottom of the graph. Only five distribution steps were
required to reach the solution. The sequence of the labels chosen for distribution was
1, 6, 3, 8 and 16.
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Due to the trivial nature of the problem requiring only propagation steps without any
backtracking or constraint violations, performance of the Mozart-Oz solver could not be
measured at lower level of granularity.
6.5 Conclusion
This research project achieved many objectives. Through means of a distributed mem-
ory architecture on a network of soft-core processors it was demonstrated that the steps
of propagation and distribution for a finite-domain constraint solver can be executed in an
embedded environment. Concepts for the solver were borrowed from established theories on
constraint-satisfaction problems (CSP), but implementations were tailored for the platform
and environment in which they were implemented. Even though only one inequality con-
straint was demonstrated, the implementation of the solver framework is generic enough to
allow different propagators embodying various other constraints to be added. In summary
the results demonstrate:
• Scalability of the architecture by having provision to extend the architecture to sup-
port 8 processors in a single FPGA;
• Propagation and distribution can be parallelized on a multi-processor network;
• Performance benefits in solving the given set of constraints can be obtained due to
parallel processing;
• The net available memory for solving the problem also increases due to parallel pro-
cessing.
6.6 Limitations
A number of steps may be taken to ensure consistency in the results obtained. First, the
distribution algorithm can be enhanced such that irrespective of the number of partitions,
the order of the variables that are distributed upon remains constant. Second, the clustering
algorithm can be improved so that better load-balancing is achieved providing a further
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increase in performance. Not only should the number of nodes and constraints allocated
per cluster be taken into account, but also other factors such as the number and frequency
of inter-cluster communications, also.
While the implemented design offers several contributions, it suffers from some draw-
backs. First, the original goal was to implement a generic online constraint solver in an
embedded environment for various classes of applications. Online event scheduling was par-
ticularly chosen due its popularity and broad scope of applications in embedded computing.
The events to be scheduled are fed offline through a DFG to the clustering algorithm which
partitions the graph and generates configuration information which is provided as input
to the application code for each processor. This application code is compiled and then
downloaded into the FPGA board as a bit stream.
It would meet the goals of online scheduling if new events or modifications to existing
events can be detected, modeled and added to this embedded, multi-processor constraint
solver without having to go through the aforesaid steps offline.
Secondly, the current implementation of the solver only contains a propagator for a
simple, specific inequality constraint that models the precedence constraint for a task graph.
It lacks in any form of constraint on the set of resources utilized at any point during
execution. In that respect the constraint model of the task graph is incomplete and the
schedule that is derived from it cannot be accepted as valid since it suffers from any notion
of resources [2].
Third, the on-chip memory available to each processor in order to add large number
of propagators, model different types of propagators and the depth of the distribution and
search tree is limited by the available on-chip BRAM in an FPGA. This memory restriction
in the design was set in place in order to reduce memory latency in accessing external RAM.
Lastly, inter-processor communication over the point-point communication links in the
network of processors certainly acts as a barrier in performance. As the size of the con-
straint graph grows, the boundary introduced by the cluster cuts only increases the amount
and frequency across cluster-boundaries. This communication overhead pulls the overall
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performance down.
6.7 Future Work
A number of limitations to the current approach for parallel constraint solving were
mentioned before. In line with those, we outline a number of enhancements and features
that may be added to the current implementation.
• Online constraint solver: The current offline solving mechanism for multiple pro-
cessors may be translated into an online constraint solver. This requires making
many partitioning and mapping decisions for dynamic load-balancing many of which
were previously done offline. Provision to accept or modify events and post or mod-
ify constraints also needs to exist. All these decisions need to be done along with
the steps of propagation and distribution that are executed on the previously posted
constraints [2].
• Provision for resource constraints: As explained in Kuchcinski [12], another
propagator needs to be created in order to implement resource constraints. The
existence of the precedence constraint alone does not suffice since the schedule derived
using this approach is not useful.
• Improved distribution algorithm: The constraint solver can be designed to have
the ability to add domain specific distribution algorithms.
• Efficient clustering scheme: The clustering scheme used in this offline constraint
solver can be improved so that it takes the overhead of inter-processor communication
occurring at cluster boundaries into account and compares that with the fraction of
useful constraint solving time as opposed to the time spent in reading or writing
information to a different cluster.
• Feasibility of a memory hierarchy: The Virtex-II Pro FPGA contained 306 KB
of on-chip BRAM [24]. Due to the limited amount of fast, on-chip memory in the
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form of BRAM that is available, the feasibility of providing a memory hierarchy in
the form of a cache followed by larger RAM can be investigated.
• Further evaluation: The performance and capabilities of the implemented con-
straint solver needs to be evaluated further for various other applications. The im-
provement in performance also needs to observed with eight processors.
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